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Hall damages pile up 
BY ELIZABETH CROWLEY 
Contributing Writer 
Ev~n before students began 
moving into their rooms this fall, 
Emerson Hall resident assistant 
Gary Kreiser spent more than 10 
hours decorating his hall with 
nameplates for each door and fill-
ing nine bulletin boards with in-
fonnation. He even pulled an all-
nighter to finish the stapling. 
But now all that fills four of the 
bulletin boards is a sign that 
reads: "It's Your Loss! This bul-
letin board is blank because it was 
tom down." 
All of the artwork, papers and 
postings on these boards were 
ripped down and scattered in the 
hallway Sept. 5 - destructiof! 
that will cost the hall's residents 
$50. 
Vandalism in residence halls is 
a problem the residential life 
staff has faced during the opening 
weeks of the school year, but 
Campus Safety Director Bob 
Holt said he does not know 
whether there has been an increase 
in vandalism so far. 
Kreiser said he thinks the 
problems are alcohol-related and 
caused by residents or their 
guests. 
"[Vandalism] would end up be-
ing one of the resident's respon-
sibilities because you are respon-
sible for your guests," he said. "I'll 
be putting stuff up again, but I'm 
not going to redo those boards or 
put any extra effort into putting 
those boards up." 
Junior Elissa Hartzell, a resi-
dent in the hall, said she hopes the 
people who tore down the boards 
will realize the consequences for 
their actions. 
"I think it was probably 
someone drunk on the floor," she 
said. "I don't want to be respon-
sible for that money." 
Duane Westhoff, residence 
director for Emerson Hall, said his 
usual policy is to charge $25 for 
each vandalized board. But since 
this was the first incident in the 
hall, he only charged$50 total for 
vandalism of four boards. 
Some residents become upset 
about paying the fines, Westhoff 
said, but since the entire commu-
nity is responsible for their living 
spaces, it is in charge of paying the 
fine unless specific individuals are 
identified. 
"I think [the fine] is logical and 
it is fair," Westhoff said. "Indi-
viduals have to be encouraged to 
take responsibility for their ac-
tions, and when those individuals 
are not forthright enough to 
come forward, I think it's up to 
the community to seek out those 
individuals. 
"It is unfortunate that people 
get charged for the abuse of a few 
individuals, but I think in the long 
run ... people will stop doing it," 
he said. 
See RESIDENTS page 4 
LILLIE JONES/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN GREG ROBINSON gathers his belongings for a move from the Lyon Hall study 
lounge to a Terrace single Tuesday after accepting a permanent housing offer. 
Lounges begin to empty 
So,ne residents refuse· 
permanent roo,n offers 
BY MEREDITH MACVITTIE 
9__011tributi11g Writer 
Freshman Greg Robinson packed his bags Tues-
day and moved out of a four-person lounge in Lyon 
Hall into a single r.oom in the Terraces. 
He is one of I 5'students w·ho have accepted of-
fers to move out of temporary housing. The year 
opened with 161 students housed in lounges, and 
146 still remained in them as of Sept. 20, accord-
ing to the Office.of Residential Life. 
The office began mailing JO permanent hous-
ing offers each week starting Sept. 6 to lounge res-
idents based on the date of their advance deposit. 
Robinson decided to take the offer. 
"The opportunity was really good," he said. "My 
second choice may not be so good." 
If students choose to defer the offer and ,.tay m 
the lounge, their name is moved to the bottom of 
the reassignment list, said Darese Doskal-Scafti-
do, assistant dJTector for resid!!nt1al life staff and 
programs. 
However, a student cannot refw,e the second of-
See ALL page 4 
Top official 
salaries are 
above par 
Trustees 
find raises 
appropriate 
BY BROOKE BENNETT 
Contributrng _Writer __ _ 
Nine out of the top 10 highest-
paid admmistrators at Ithaca College 
were above the national pay medi-
an for the 1998-1999 fiscal year. 
According to the college's IRS 
Form 990 released earlier this 
month, President Peggy William,. 
earned $183,750 dunng her second 
year at the college. 
The national median salary for 
chief executive~ at comprehensive 
college,. - ones that offer bache-
lor's and master's degree~ - wa~ 
$149,024, the Chronicle of I hgher 
Education reported m its 20<}0-200 I 
almanac. W1ll1ams· ,.alary \\a,. 
$34,726 above that median 
After Wilham,., the two h1ghc~t-
pa1d officers were Tom Salm. \ 1cc 
president of busme,.s and adminis-
trative affam,, at S 134. l 00. and Carl 
Sgrecc1. vice pre~1dcnt and 11 ca-
surer, at $125.500. 
Jun Malek, prnvu~t and \ 1cc 
pre,.,dcnt for academic ,tltall", 
and the only top-paid utt1cc1 he-
low the Chronicle"~ median. \\a, 
paid $108,333. or S644 b,. than 
the median. 
The Board of Tru,.ree,., the 
college's highest-gover111ng 
body, set,. the president\ ,-alary 
each vear. 
\ William~ received a ra,,.e ot ap-
prbx1mately $8,000 from her fir,.t 
year as president, when ,.he 1\ a~ 
paid for 11 month,. of work during 
the 1997-1998 fiscal year 
Trustee Wilham L H,1111e~. 
chairman of the Board ot Tru~tee~ · 
executive commmce. said future 
ra,~e~ for Williams v.111 be ba,.ed pn-
manly on her performance 
The board aims to keep 
W11liams' ~alary wmpet1t1ve with 
,.1milar mstituuons. Haine~ said. 
He said he prefers to compare 
the college's salaries not with na-
tional medians, but with other m-
stitutions 1dent1fied as similar to 
Ithaca College in ,.,ze. wlm:h affecL\ 
salary amounts. 
"We feel that ,.he 1s an C\ccllent 
pre,.,dent." he ~a,d "Her ra,~e ,~ 
ba~ed on two marn rhmg,-· ,f \he" 
domg a g,)od _1oh. and 1f ~he ,~. we 
want her ra,~e to be Ill ,lcp with 
overall campu~ ra1!-.e~." 
Junior Karen Schwart7 ~afd ~he 
was concerned that adm1n1,trat()1 
,alane,. \,ere much h1ghe1 th.111 f.tL·-
ult) \alane, 
"Ra,~c the ~.d.111c,, ,t the te.ich 
L'I~.-- SL"l1\\,lll/ ,,mi "Thn Ull 
See SALARIES page 4 
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Election 2000 
Bush and Gore race toward the center to capture the education vote 
BY ROBERT B. BLUEY 
Senior Writer 
In l 980, Republican presidential candidate Ronald Rea-
gan vowed he would abolish the U.S. Department of Ed-
ucation if elected, and the GOP obliged, making it a plank 
in its platform for years to come. Until this year, that is, 
when Texas Gov. George W. Bush has changed the par-
ty's educational tune, and the GOP has restructured its ed-
! See 
-ucation proposals to reflect 
Bush's reform initiatives. 
In the race for president, 
Bush, running on his Texas 
record, is using education as a sig-
nature issue unlike past Republican presidential candidates. 
Not to be outdone by this new enthusiasm, Vice President 
Al Gore is keeping education as one of his top priorities. 
------- --)l 
i Decision 2000 
: Page 13 
l - - -
Bush, recognizing the Democrats' ability to capitalize on 
the issue in the past, is hoping to outmatch Gore's proposals. 
As the debate continues over school vouchers, Bush sup-
ports their use in an effort to provide "access for all" to a 
quality education. Gore, who adamantly opposes vouch-
ers, says they would drain money out of public schools. 
School voucher programs give parents financial assis-
tance to send their child to a private school. 
"Access is universal, but excellence is not," Bush said 
in Little Rock, Ark. "There is a tremendous gap of achieve-
ment between rich and poor, white and minority." 
With Bush focusing on creating a level playing field for 
students, Gore has put teachers on the top of his list. 
"Good teaching is the very foundation of our children's 
future," Gore told the Michigan Education Association in 
a May 5 speech in Lansing. ''That is why it is essential that 
we increase the number of teachers in our schools, ... and 
HARRY HAMBURG/KNIGHT-RIDDER 
DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE Al Gore 
shakes hands with Howard University students after a 
speech on education Issues Friday In Washington, D.C. 
reward teachers for the crucial work you do." 
Even though he doesn't support vouchers, Gore advo-
cates public school choice and the growth of charter schools. 
Gore, in an April 28 speech in Dallas, said that if elect-
ed he would make sure all high school graduates could read 
and write proficiently. He would make this possible by in-
creasing education funding, hiring more teachers and cre-
ating a better learning environment with new technologies. 
The goals are similar for Bush, who claims his record 
in Texas illustrates his refonn agenda His solutions include 
pouring billions into impoverished schools to improve learn-
ing, strengthening early learning programs and placing more 
control in the hands of local school boards. 
"Now we have a system of excessive regulation and no 
standards," Bush said in his Little Rock address. "In my 
administration, we will have minimal regulation and high 
standards. We will have local control, with one nationai 
goal: excellence for every child." 
In his five years as governor, Bush claims great im-
. provement in the education system in Texas. Scores are 
up for the state's mandated tests and minorities appear to 
be making strides. According to Time magazine, howev-
er, some complain that the tests aren't that difficult and mi-
norities are exempted them from many reports. 
The Green Party's Ralph Nader, whose education pro-
posals include teaching children more about civics and his-
tory, complains that corporations have endangered tbe fu-
ture of America's youth through improper influence. In a 
CNN Talk Back Live interview he said: 
"Obviously, we have to repair our schools and bring the 
material infrastructure up. Obviously, we have to try to get 
better teachers and make sure they're paid adequately. And 
obviously, we have to make the schools safe." 
Pat Buchanan of the Reform Party uses many themes of 
the old GOP in his education agenda. From eliminating the 
Department of Education and supporting school vouchers 
to allowing prayer in school, Buchanan lashes out at liber-
als who he claims have ruined American education. 
"Politically correct programs that revise our history and 
revile our values have turned schools into testing grounds 
for liberal social experimentation," Buchanan states on his 
Web site, "separating parents from their children and Amer-
icans from their heritage." 
With the Republicans spending much of their time on 
education, and Gore unwilling to sacrifice this traditional 
Democratic issue, it's likely to play a significant role among 
~wing voters and independents. 
Nationa.l 
and International News 
THORPE MAKES A SPLASH 
DEAN RUTZ/ KNIGHT RIDDER TRIBUNE 
AUSTRALIAN SWIMMER IAN THORPE Is depicted 
on a fabric that covers the west grandstands at 
Olympic Stadium during opening ceremonies of 
the 25th Summer Olympic Games In Sydney, 
Australia, Sept. 15 
Fujimori prepares for Peru Ballots 
President Alberto Fujimori, dragged down by a bribery 
scandal, met Sept 17 with his Cabinet to pave the way for 
new elections and to plan his exit from power, as Peruvians 
took to the streets and flooded radio stations to voice their 
joy or sorrow. 
Health Minister Alejandro Aguinaga said that the new elec-
tions Fujimori announced hours earlier would probably be 
held in six to seven months. Speaking with reporters after 
the Cabinet meeting, Aguinaga said Fujimori's ministers 
backed his decision to call a new presidential vote in which 
he would not be a candidate. 
Some opposition leaders called for Fujimori to step down 
immediptely and allow a transition government Fujimori did 
not say whether or not he would remain in power until the 
elections are held. 
Alejandro Toledo, who pulled out of the May presidential 
ruDQff after cha:ging that Fujimori planned to rig the results, 
said from Washington that he was returning to Peru on Sun-
day to help create "a government of national unity." 
He praised Fujimori's decision to give up power and pave 
the way for a peaceful transition to a new government 
The 62-year-old Fujimori, smiling and looking at ease, 
stunned the nation with his surprise announcement late Sat-
urday. He said the vote was necessary after the political up-
roar over a videotape allegedly showing his intelligence chief 
bribing an opposition congressman to support the government 
Penn State student arrested for assault 
Penn State University police arrested a 21-year-old stu-
dent Sept. 13, after he allegedly entered the donn rooms of 
13 female freshmen and groped six of them as they slept. 
Hung Truong, of Harrisburg, Pa., was charged with five 
counts of burglary, 13 counts of trespass, one count of ag-
gravated indecent assault, six counts of indecent assault and 
12 counts of harassment. A cash bond has been set at $50,000, 
and Truong is currently being held in Centre County Prison. 
He faces a Sept. 20 court date. 
Truong entered the unlocked rooms of the students before 
4 a.m. Sunday, Sept 10, and indecently touched six sleeping 
women and verbally harassed seven women who were awake, 
said Campus Police Lt. Clifford Lutz. The dorm-room doors 
use a deadbolt and do not automatically lock when closed. 
Many of the victims informed their resident life coordi-
nator, who in turn called campus police. During the subse-
quent investigation, several of the victims identified 
Truong in a police lineup. 
Truong, who had been asked to move out of the dorms 
Sunday until the investigation was complete, was served no-
tice Monday night that he has been evicted from his university 
housing, Lutz said. 
President honored India's Vajpayee 
The Whit(? House prepared a lavish official dinner SepL 
17 for Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee, more ev-
idence of a wanning relationship with a nuclear power in a 
dangerous part of the world. 
In contrast to the cold shoulder given last week to the mil-
itary ruler of India's nuclear rival, Pakistan, President Clin-
ton invited Vajpaycc to a South Lawn Pavillion tent filled 
with fall fruits and tables adorned with gold-base plates, cream 
china and gold candles. 
Nearly 700 guests were invited for the largest official din-
ner of the Clinton presidency to honor a single visiting dig-
nitary. 
For entertainment, the President and Hillary Rodham Clin-
ton invited the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center 
in New York, where the first lady.is seeking a Senate seat. 
Beginning with Vajpayee's address to Congress Sept. 14 
the prime minister's visit took on a serious tone because of 
India's resumption of nuclear testing in 1998, its explosive 
feud with Pakistan and its rocky relationship with the Unit-
ed ~tates during the Cold War. 
PETA claims animals suffer in circus 
Not everyone's attention was riveted by the sight of a near-
ly naked woman who knelt at high noon Sept. 13 on the stone 
pavers in Westlake Plaza, her body painted like a tiger and 
a flimsy wire cage wrapped around her. 
Megan Gray, 28, barely even looked up from her lunch. 
• "So much crazy stuff goes on here every day, I just don't 
pay attention anymore," Gray said. 
But the tigress in the almost-buff did manage to draw a 
gaggle of oglers with her stunt, which was aimed at calling 
attention to the plight of circus animals. 
"It's a little uncomfortable," said Amie Richards, 24, 
through the thin wire "bars" of her cage. "But when we get 
down to the bottom line, it's nothing compared to what the 
animals go through." 
That was the point the animal-rights group People for the 
Ethical Treatment of Animals was trying to make with 
Richards' public display of beast-colored flesh. 
The Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus is rolling 
into Seattle today for a four-day gig at Key Arena, and PEfA 
hopes to dissuade people from buying tickets to the "Great-
est Show on Earth." 
Source: TMS Campus and the Associaled Press 
CORRECTIONS 
Stan Seltzer is Faculty Council chairman. Seltzer 
said the United Way of Tompkins County's decision 
to cut funding to the Boy Scouts of America, Baden-
Powell Council, was consistent with Faculty Coun-
cifs decision. His title and statement were Incorrect 
in the Sept 14 issue. 
Senior Alison Paratore was pictured In a women's 
soccer team photograph. Her name was Incorrect in 
the Sept. 14 Issue. 
The cost of the student specials membership at Ithaca 
Fitness Center Is $139 until Dec. 31. The price was 
inconad In an advertisement in the Sept. 14 Issue. 
It Is The lthacan's pollcy to correct an enors of fact. 
Please contact Assistant News Editor Ellen R. 
Stapleton at 274-3207. 
.. - .. - . - . - .... - ...... 
. . . . . - ........................... . 
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~ew.s 
·t1 r1 efs Binge or high-risk drinking? 
Professionals Symposium 
set to begin next week 
The college's Professionals 
Symposium 2000, "Mentoring 
for a Multicultural Millennium," is 
set to take place Friday, Sept. 29 
through Sunday, Oct. I. 
The annual event provides op-
portunities for undergraduates to in-
teract and network with college 
alumni and supporters of the Itha-
ca Opportunity Program, the 
Higher Education Opportunity 
Program and the Collegiate Science 
and Technology Entry Program. 
The three-day event will feature 
various career workshops. Keith 
Watters '76, will be the keynote 
speaker at the Opportunity Pro-
gram's award banquet Sept. 30 in 
Emerson Suites. Watters owns a le-
gal firm in Washington, D.C. He 
has served as president of the 
Washington Bar Association and 
vice president and president of the 
National Bar Association. 
For tickets to the banquet, 
call 274-3 I 94. For more infor-
mation about the symposium, 
call 274-3381. 
County library campaign 
attracts 1,300 donors 
The Campaign for the new 
Tompkins County Public Library 
officially came to an end Monday. 
U.S. coalition 
examines use 
of college lingo 
BY KATE HILTS 
Staff Writer 
The phrase "binge drinking" 
could be smashed out of the current 
tenninology on college campuses if 
the Inter-Association Task Force on 
Alcohol and Other Substance 
Abuse Issues has any influence. 
The coalition of 21 higher-ed-
ucation associations, which in-
cludes professional organiza-
tions, colleges and universities, 
urged campus officials in a state-
ment last week to think about be-
ginning to use the term "high-risk 
drinking" and eliminate "binge 
drinking" from college lingo. 
Campus Safety Director Bob 
Holt, who is both a member of the 
coalition and the Ithaca College 
President's Task Force on Alcohol 
and Other Drug Abuse Prevention, 
said the associations joined to-
gether to look at the overall impact 
of drinking habits. 
"The tenninology is a smaller 
part of a bigger issue," Holt said. 
"That is what the task force is about 
- trying to come up with different 
ways to address high-risk drinking." 
The coalition stated the current 
definition for "binge drinking" -
five drinks per sitting for males and 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY LILLIE JONES/THE ITHACAN 
BINGE DRINKING HAS been the subject of numerous debates on 
college campuses, although the definition is being questioned. 
four for females - is not accurate. 
The definition was developed by 
Henry Weschler for the College Al-
cohol Study sponsored by Harvard 
University in the early 1990s. 
Holt said the coalition chooses 
to use the term "high-risk" drink-
ing because it includes a time span 
and considers past drinking be-
havior, which binge drinking does 
not address. 
"You could go to an all-day bar-
becue, a ti ve-hour barbecue, and as 
a woman, if you had four beers in 
five hours you are a binge drinker. 
That doesn't make sense," Holt said. 
By leaving the bar of how many 
drinks are consumed while binge 
drinking at five, the coalition said 
students may see that amount as a 
norm, according to a Chronicle for 
Higher Education report. 
The association said the termi-
nology should be what 1t was be-
fore the Harvard study - "a pro-
longed (usually two days or 
more) period of intoxication." 
Weshcler told the Chronicle that 
the proportions of students who de-
scribe themselves as binge 
drinkers has remained steady 
throughout the studies. He said this 
result mean~ the term doe~n 't in-
fluence behavior. 
Holt ~aid the term "h1gh-nsk 
drinker," has been left open end-
ed to include thmgs the coalition 
feel~ the Harvard definition did not 
John Bonaguro, ass1~tant dean 
of the School of Health Science~ 
and Human Performance and 
chairman of the President·~ Ta~k 
Force. ~a,d defi01t10ns for behav-
iors can promote a norm. 
He ~aid If the standard~ ot the 
term for defmmg bmge dnnkmg 
were not correct, or were too low, 
the defm1t1011 could promote 11. 
Certain people may read a fact 
that was based on an mcorrect 
term and want to flt m with that 
norm, he said. 
Ithaca College has u~ed the 
term "bmge drmking" to define the 
percentage of studenLs who drink 
and their patterns of dnnkmg on 
campus, said Brian McAree. in-
terim vice president of student af-
fairs and campus life. 
The college uses "binge drink-
ing" because the Harvard defimt1on 
wa<; w,ed in a student alcohol sur-
vey last year provided by the Core 
Institute, McAree said. 
However, McAree said this 1s 
a good time for the Pres1dCJ1t's 
Task Force to thmk about what the 
term means. 
"Because they are being a<;ked to 
share the resu!L<; of their work with 
the campus cotnmumty this fall, as 
well as ~ome of their recommen-
dations, thi~ may be a good topic for 
that group to discuss," he ~aid. 
Foundation Director Elayne 
Nicholas was on hand at the new 
library to announce the close of the 
campaign this week. 
Nicholas said the community 
has shown a lot of support for the 
campaign, with about 1,300 
donors contributing gifts to the Li-
brary Foundation. The contribu-
tions toward the resources, pro-
grams and technology in the library 
came from area businesses, indi-
viduals and New York State. 
Day aims to put the brakes on driving 
The new library is scheduled to 
open to the public in mid-No-
vember on East Green Street. 
Visiting Scientist Series 
continues today in CNS 
The biology department presents 
its visiting scientist seminar today 
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Cen-
ter for Natural Sciences room 112. 
Thomas W. Gardner of Penn 
State University's College of 
Medicine will present a seminar 
entitled "Diabetic Retinopathy: 
More than Meets the Eye." 
Gardner is the second speaker 
in the department's seminar series, 
which continues throughout the 
academic year. 
What's 
Catch? 
No catch 
ICES recognizes 
world movement 
against use of cars 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
Contributing Writer 
"Despite having only 4.6 per-
cent of the world's people, the Unit-
ed States has 35 percent of the 
world's cars and trucks," according 
to the book "Living In the Envi-
ronment: Principles, Connections, 
Solutions" by G. Tyler Miller. 
That is why today, the Ithaca 
College Environmental Society is 
sponsoring its own local version of 
World Car-Free Day, an interna-
tional effort sponsored by Ad-
busters. 
The event is designed to "get 
drivers out of their cars now and 
forever," the Web site said. 
World Car-Free Day is cele-
brated in many different places 
The 
· CASH for your clothes. · 
Trader K's 
Rothschilds Building, 
The Commons. 
272-4011 
Call for details. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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throughout the world, said junior 
Anna Ehrlich, vice president of 
ICES. Usually the roads are 
closed down and celebrations 
take place in the streets, she said. 
Today's celebration does not of-
ficially include the town of Ithaca, 
but Ehrlich said ICES hopes local 
residents will choose to participate 
nevertheless. 
Ithaca College's own twist on 
International Car-Free Day won't 
be going as far as blocking off 
streets. 
ICES has been distributing lit-
erature and circulating a pledge 
asking students not to drive their 
vehicles today and to think about 
the environmental issues in-
volved with automobiles such as 
car pollution, said senior Sean 
Vormwald, ICES president. 
ICES also had a table set up in 
the Campus Center Wednesday ad-
vertising the event. 
Sophomore Richard O'Brien 
said the group's promotion efforts 
should pay off. 
"I'll sure give it a try, but some-
body is going to have to remind 
me," he said. 
ICES will have speakers 
sound off at the Free Speech 
Rock at noon today who will re-
mind students of the negative im-
pact automobiles have on the en-
vironment, said senior ICES 
member Patrick Pressley. 
The main issues ICES wants to 
get across are global warming, air 
pollution, and the use of irre-
placeable fossil fuels like oil and 
gas, Ehrlich said. 
Most students are receptive to the 
idea of giving up driving for one day 
out of the year to make a positive 
contribution to the environment. 
"Sure, I would be willing to 
[not drive]," junior Meggan 
Christie said. "It sounds like a 
good idea." 
Although senior Diane 
Rosario is interested in participat-
ing in World Car-Free Day, she 
STORE 11111: BIG 
AL'S Monday - Thursday: Friday and Saturday: 
Sunday: 
6 a.m. to midnight 
6 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
8 a.m. to midnight 
IIEE ·aEUIERY: 
Monday - Thursday: 
Friday: 
Saturday: 
Sunday: 
11 a.m. to midnight 
11 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
noon to 1 a.m. 
noon to midnight 
HELP WANTED- DRIVERS NEEDED. 
said she would still have to firui a 
ride to campus. 
"I live in a house with a lot of 
people, so I'll probably car pool," 
she said. 
For more information on 
World Car-Free Day, log on to 
www.adbusters.org. 
WORLD 
CAR--
FREE 
IIBX.~ 
COURTESY OF 
WWW ADBUSTERS ORG 
Clip and Save $10-12/Hour 1103 Danby Road 
s2.ooonanv 
large specialitv pizza. 
You must mention ad when ordering and present it upon purchase. 
Tax included. Expires Dec. 31, 2000. Not valid with any other offer. 
L-~--~-------------------~--------~---~-
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Salaries steadily rise 
Continued from page 1 
everything for this school." 
During the same fiscal year, Itha-
ca College professors were paid 
$65,800 - about $2,900 less than 
the national median, according to 
the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors. 
The salaries of faculty compared 
to administrators have not been an 
issue with the Faculty Council, a 
board that represents the college's 
faculty, Chairman Stan Seltzer 
said. 
Although the college's admin-
istrative salaries are above the na-
tional median, some institutions 
pay even more than Ithaca College. 
Thirteen percent of private 
school chief executives earned at 
least $300,000 and 8 percent 
earned over $500,000, the 
Chronicle reported. 
President Emeritus James J. 
Whalen, who served as Ithaca Col-
lege's chief executive for 22 
years, was paid $422,381 for his 
last year in 1997. An extra month 
of vacation pay, the absence of a 
sabbatical during his term and· 
moving expenses were factors in-
cluded in his final paychecks. 
New student trustee Kristina 
Pervi, who will begin her two-year 
term with the Board of Trustees at 
the October meeting, said she 
could not yet comment on her feel-
ings about the salaries. 
Other students said they were 
not surprised that the salaries 
were above medians. 
"It's a private institution, and our 
tuition is so much higher than oth-
er colleges, so I would sort of expect 
it," senior Emily Schweitzer said. 
Tuition for the 1998-1999 
academic year was $17,662, 
which was about $3,000 above na-
tional medians for private, resi-
dential colleges. 
Haines said increases in tuition 
and salaries are not related dollar-for-
dollar. Other factors such as inflation, 
maintenance of facilities and special 
projects need to be considered. 
Dean Thomas W. Bohn of the 
Roy H. Park School of Communi-
cations, and Howard Erlich, dean 
of the School of Humanities and 
Sciences, were the only two non-
officers on the list of the IO high-
est-paid employees. Bohn earned 
$106,000 and Erlich earned 
$101,700, and both salaries were 
more than $10,000 above the na-
tional median. 
Seniority and market value 
also play a large part in determin-
ing deans' salaries, Malek said. This 
is Erlich 's 27th year at the college 
and Bohn's 20th year. 
"The [salary] gap [between 
deans] has narrowed since [the 
1998-1999 fiscal year]," Malek 
said. 
Out of the five deans, Dean 
Robert Ullrich of the School of 
Business, is currently the highest 
paid because business is one of the 
most competitive fields for higher 
education administrators, he said. 
"We have tried very hard to be 
reasonably competitive," Malek 
said. 
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Top 10 administrator salaries 
a 1998-1999 Salary 
- National Median 
Peggy Williams 
President 
IEI E'llllill .. Elll!llllli'i'IHl'il D $183,750 
............. $149,024 
Tom Salm 
Vice President 
for Business Affairs 
Carl Sgrecci 
Vice President 
and Treasurer 
Jim Malek 
Provost 
John B. Oblak 
Former Vice President for 
Student Affairs 
Shelley Semmler 
Vice President for 
Institutional Advancement 
Nancy Pringle 
Vrce President 
and College Counsel 
David Newman 
Health Services Director 
Thorrias W. Bohn 
Dean of the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications 
.. ........ Im $134,100 
-----· $103,983 
llllllllllill 111111111 $125,250 
---· $84,000 
----· $108,333 
----· $108,977 
----- $116,450 
---· $89,899 
----· $105,343 
---· $91,033 
---- $99,000 
---· $83,624 
----· 
----1 $106,950 $102,584 
Howard Erlich $101,700 
Dean of the School of $91 657 Humanities and Sciences ~----......_ ____ __,_ ___ , __ ....,__ ___ ___. 
0 50,000 100,000 150,000 200,000 
Median salaries were taken from the Chronicle of Higher Education Almanac for 2000-2001. 
Ithaca College employees salaries were taken from IRS 990 tax form for 1998. 
All temporary housing residents will move by spring semester 
Continued from page 1 
fer, she said .. 
Although higher numbers of students in 
the freshman class presented housing and 
overcrowding concerns at the start of the 
year, most students are now opposed to 
moving out of lounges. 
Freshman Kelly Gallager, who lives in 
the Tallcott Hall lounge with three others, 
was one of the first 10 students to receive 
a new housing notice. 
Gallager said she declined the offer to 
move to a double room in Landon Hall be-
cause she did not like the location. 
"I'm already adjusted, and I love our 
room," she said. 
Gallager said she enjoys her lounge in 
Tallcott because it is near the Fitness Cen-
ter and the library. She also said she thought 
Landon was too noisy. 
One of Gallager's roommates, freshman 
Tina Malvasi, agreed. 
"I like the people I live with, I like the 
people in the building and I've made friends 
with the people in the surrounding build-
ings," she said. "I like the location ofTalJ-
cott and [I] think it's clean and a nice place 
to live." 
Freshman Chris O'Hara, who lives in a 
lounge on the eighth floor of the West Tow-
er, said benefits the college has offered to 
compensate for the overcrowding such as 
free cable and local telephone service help 
lim~t the number of expenses incurred by 
a new college student. But these benefits are 
not the sole reason for students refusing to 
move. 
Other lounge residents, such as freshman 
Lawrence Mollicone, do not want to move 
because they have become actively involved 
in their residence halls. 
Mollicone and his five other roommates 
complained about overcrowding in the Aug. 
31 issue of Tlze Ithacan, but have since 
changed their minds. 
Mollicone was elected president of the 
Landon-Bogart-Lyon-Clarke Hall Coun-
cil, and his roommate Joseph Goodenbery 
was elected vice president. Clement 
Wallen. another roommate, is a hall 
council representative. 
'The spirit of government inspired we 
three roommates to feel motivated to fill 
out an intent-to-run form, gather the sig-
natures needed, turn it into the residence 
director and campaign," Mollicone said. 
"Now the real battle is lurking on the hori-
zon - our inevitable relocation to anoth-
er residence hall on campus, out of their 
cluster." 
Mollicone said he feels very angry that 
he and his roommates may have to resign 
their positions against their own free will. 
"Is this a form of punishment?" he said. 
"It is bad enough that we live in a lounge 
containing a total of six guys, cramped for 
space, but now to lose one of the funda-
mental principles we care about- why not 
just remove my heart?" 
However, there have also been com-
plaints from pennanent housing residents. 
"I felt that due to students living in 
lounges, I had to go to the library to study 
if I felt my floor was too loud," freshman 
Jayme Krausman said. "In the years to 
come, I feel admissions should do a better 
job of evaluating the number of accepted 
freshmen." 
Although television lounges are still open 
in the Towers, each floor's study lounge is 
being used for temporary housing, resi-
dential life said. 
"Most of the lounges being used are in 
the Towers and Terraces," Public Informa-
tion Director Dave Maley said. "In the 
Quads only one lounge for each building 
is being used right now." 
This arrangement leaves basement 
study lounges available for students to use 
to complete schoolwork and socialize. 
Residential life said it will continue to 
mail IO letters to students every Wednes-
day until all students in temporary housing 
have been asked to be placed in a perma-
nent room. 
All students are expected to be in per-
manent housing at the start of the spring 
semester. 
Residents face fines as consequences 
for vandalism of floor communities 
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Continued from page 1 
Finding the individuals who 
destroyed bulletin boards is difficult 
and sometimes impossible, but 
Campus Safety patrols around 
campus will continue to be used as 
deterrents for destruction, Holt 
said. 
If vandals are identified, they are 
judicially referred and required to 
pay costs for the damage, he said. 
board at the main entrance was de-
stroyed, first-floor resident assistant 
Stephanie Shawen said. 
But Shawen said she has seen 
improvement recently. 
"In the beginning of the year, 
there seemed like there was more 
vandalism because there was little 
work and people had a lot of time 
on their hands," she said. "Then 
school started, and things have set-
tled down." 
and will need to be remounted, ac-
cording to a Campus Safety report. 
"On other floors, things like this 
have been a problem, and more so 
on this floor because there is so 
much traffic," Hoyt said. "Every-
body passes through the second 
floor." 
Although most residential life 
staff members think fines are the 
best way to address vandalism is-
sues, Kreiser said his solution to the 
problem is to have another floor 
meeting to discuss the community 
agreement. 
PAUL FOMBELLE/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE GEORGE SELDEN repairs a damaged bulletin board 
in Emerson Hall to help residents In his wing avoid being fined. 
In Landon Hall, several students 
have found unwanted symbols 
and messages wntten on dry-erase 
boards. 
A third-floor balcony wmdow 
was smashed, chairs were thrown 
off the balcony and a bulletin 
For the second floor of the 
West Tower, bulletin board de-
struction has been a recurring 
problem, said Brian Hoyt, who is 
the floor's resident assistant for the 
second year. 
The bulletin board was com-
pletely ripped off the wall Sept. 12 
All in all, the damage done to the 
bulletin boards is not the main of-
fense, he said. 
"What hurts out of all of this is 
the disrespect," he said. 
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ICES protests purchase of benches 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
Cor.tributing Writer 
The Ithaca College Environmental Society 
is fighting to have a college-wide environ-
mental policy passed in the wake of contro-
versy over the installation of new benches in 
the Campus Center Quad. 
The benches, which are made of mahogany 
wood from African rainforests, were ordered 
as part of a summer construction project. 
The controversy over the new benches was 
first brought to the surface by junior Anna 
Ehrlich, vice president of the Ithaca College 
Environmental Society, and senior Sean 
Vormwald, president of ICES, who read the 
campus construction story in the Aug. 31 is-
sue of The Ithacan. They said they were im-
mediately concerned the mahogany was 
coming from rainforests. 
The initial assumption was that the ma-
hogany came from South America, exporter 
of a large percentage of the world's mahogany. 
The college avoided South American ma-
hogany and chose African mahogany, Public 
Information Director Dave Maley said. Ma-
hogany was chosen because it was the best 
wood for the project, said Fred Vanderburgh, 
assistant director for construction and facili-
ties maintenance. 
"It holds up well to weather," Vanderburgh 
said. "It has no annual rings like trees from 
North America. It doesn't sliver, it's pretty 
much insect repellent, and it lasts forever." 
Ehrlich said administrators did not realize 
that African mahogany is also a rainforest 
wood. She said the continued logging of such 
wood for commercial purposes not only de-
stroys large areas of rainforest, but also caus-
es endangered species to lose their homes. 
Ehrlich said she would originally have liked 
for the school to sell the timber. back to the 
company and purchase other material. 
But Vanderburgh said it is too late to re-
turn the wood because the work is near com-
pletion in cutting the wood to make the new 
benches. Knowing this, ICES has decided to 
concentrate on passing a hardwoods pledge and 
an environmental policy by the administration. 
"One of [the ideas being brought up] is a 
pledge that simply deals with banning the pur-
chase and use of tropical hardwoods," 
Ehrlich said, "It's actually a pledge that was 
made up for companies, but we would adapt 
it for the institution." 
The new environment policy is made up of 
eight principles aimed at making the college 
more earth friendly, Ehrlich said. 
'"There are a lot of other colleges that have 
principles that ... when they make every deci-
sion a college makes, day by day, they look 
into what environmental impacts that will 
[have]," Ehrlich said. 
The draft has been submitted to the ad-
ministration, which is now working on a new 
draft. The final draft will then be submitted 
to the Board of Trustees for approval. 
New benches were needed because the old 
ones were splintering and attracting bees, Van-
derburgh said, who made the decision in June 
to have the old redwood benches removed. 
The new benches should be installed 
sometime this week, Maley said. The school 
ordered African mahogany wood from 
Southern Tier Hardwoods in Collins, N.Y., with 
an estimated bill of $7,000, he said. The orig-
inal benches were gifts to the college from var-
ious senior classes. 
"Plaques will be placed on the appropri-
ate benches to designate which benches were 
gifts from which classes,"said Director of 
Alumni Relations Graham Stewart. 
Ehrlich added there are other options avail-
able that should continue to be examined to 
avoid similar conflicts in the future. 
"A really good option now is, industry has 
found a way to recycle plastic into imitation 
timber that actually looks a lot like real 
wood," she said. "Most people don't notice 
the difference." 
Are you solving problems? 
Or creating them? 
The best answers start with the right questions. 
Let's talk. 
Arthur Andersen Career Night 
Wednesday·, Sept. 27 
at 7p.m. 
South Meeting Room 
Co-sponsored by IC 
Accounting Association & 
Office of Career Services 
Arthur Andersen 
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EMPTY BENCH FRAMES stand In front of the Campus Center while the college waits 
for new mahogany benches to arrive. The new benches should be Installed this week. 
The Bookstore 
REMINDER TO 
ALL STUDENTS 
Please purchase all your 
textbook requirements as 
soon as possible as the 
Bookstore will begin 
returning textbook 
overstock to publi~hers on 
Monday, Oct. 2. 
We will not be able to 
guarantee availability 
after this dateo 
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Pell Grant to rise 
BY DANIEL PRINCE 
Contributing Writer 
Students with a Pell Grant in their finan-
cial aid package may receive up to $500 more 
after the federal government approves its 
2001 fiscal year budget next month. 
With education becoming a significant 
campaign issue, Democrats in the House of 
Representatives feel the president may be able 
to demand that this year's budget increase Pell 
Grants from $3,300 to $3,800, according to 
the Chronicle of Higher Education. 
About 18 percent oflthaca College students 
received Pell Grants last academic year, Fi-
nancial Aid Director Larry Chambers said. 
The Clinton administration supports 
the measure to increase the grants, but is 
reluctant to make it a large budget issue, 
since both House and Senate leadership al-
ready agreed to increase the maximum grant 
by $350 a few months ago, the Chronicle 
reported Friday. 
The status of budget appropriations re-
mains uncertain as the Oct. l deadline nears, 
but an increase in Pell Grants is likely, said 
Wendy Darwell, chief of staff for U.S. Rep. 
Maurice Hinchey, D-N.Y., who represents 
Tompkins County. 
"Because President Clinton and the De-
mocrats have made higher education funding 
a major budget issue, we are very optimistic 
here that these increases will be approved in 
this year's budget," Darwell said. 
Chambers said the college would be 
pleased with the $500 increase. 
"For this to occur, however, students re-
ally need to get in touch with their state sen-
ators and congressmen," he said. "Legisla-
tors hearing from students makes a much 
larger impact than hearing from schools." 
Pell Grants received a boost of $175 last 
year. 
Freshman Jennifer Thibert, who has re-
ceived a Pell Grant for this academic year 
said the increase would be welcome. 
"I think they should adopt that - defi-
nitely," she said. 
But first-year graduate student Waldemar 
Mena has some reservations about the increase. 
"As a student myself, of course I'm go-
ing to advocate for that ... for as much mon-
ey as we can get to finance our education bet-
ter," he said. "But at what cost? Where will 
this money come from?" 
President Clinton gave a financial aid 
bonus to some college students last month, 
when he announced an interest rate rebate for 
the William D. Ford Federal Direct Student 
Loan program Aug. 10. . 
Students who repay these loans on time for 
12 months will be eligible for a 1.5 percent de-
crease in interest rates, saving $150 for every 
$10,000 in loan debt, according to the U.S. De-
parttnent of Education's Web Site. 
The rebate is expected to benefit 1.7 mil-
lion borrowers, the Chronicle reported. 
Although 68.8 percent of Ithaca College 
students receive federal loans, none are 
through the federal direct lending program. 
"Ithaca does not participate in [the direct 
lending] program, and does not intend to do 
so in the near future," Chambers said. "Even 
with these new direct loan benefits, the loans 
don't equal what our students can get with 
Stafford [loans]. Far more institutions accept 
Stafford loans than Ford loans, which 
speaks volumes as to which is better." 
Stafford loans are more practical and are 
the best option for students, he said. 
"Direct loans are mired in politics, and as 
a practical matter - it's much more of an 
administrative burden on the college's 
part," Chambers said. "[The college] sends 
a student's eligibility form [for Stafford loans] 
to the bank, and they take care of everything. 
It makes our processing much easier to use 
this program." · 
WAREHOUSE 
SALE 
Sept 19 - Sept 23 
9:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M. 
Sept. 24 
9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
Fashions from the pages of 
the J. Creiv Catalog 
*excluding leather & cashmere 
Include:=: lrrc;::ular:=:. Onn111;::ed S· Cu:=:to111cr Return~ 
"NEVJ' LOCATION" 
Clockworks Plaza 
Former Pals Sports Center 
1
• -102 3rd St. 
Ithaca, !\J"""\' 1-!850 
Directions: 
From Cornell University: Co Suuthwe~t l'n 
NY-366 .i.nd turn right on ~Y-79. Co appmx11n.i.teh· I 
mile to NY-13 and follow \JY-13 until you set to :,rd 
St. Make right on 3rd and Sak i~ It1cated 111 forme!· 
Pals Sporb Center. 
From Ithaca Coll egg_;_ Tilke 9n-13 '\u,rth tP '\J't-1::; 
Turn right on ~Y-13 go approximately I mile tti :;rd '-it. 
Sille 1s located in former Pals Sport:, Center. 
\\, ,lt~t,!'! l"t,,l. \f1bCL'T::t1rd . \•111 ,-,l·:lll ,1- .J'rl' ..... 
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READING IS FUNDAMENTAL 
ONDRES BESPERAT/THE ITHACAN 
RANDY MARCUS, president of the Tompkins County Public Library Foundation, 
announces Monday that the library fundralsing campaign has raised close to 
1.6 million dollars for its new location set to open on Nov. 20. 
GRADUATE 
& PROFESSIONAL 0 
SCHOOL~ 
___ ;-----.n 
IC's Career Services office has put together great events: 
Graduate & Professional School Fair 
Thursday, Oct. 5, 2000, 1 0a.m.-1 :30 p.m., Emerson Suites 
Visit http://www.ithaca.edu/careers to see schools attending 
Seminar: Applying to Graduate School 
Wednesday, Sept. 20, 11 a.m.-noon, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center 
Thursday, Oct. 16, noon- I p.m., South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center 
Tuesday, Nov. 7, 1-2 p.m., Demotte Room, Campus Center 
Seminar: Graduate Admissions Tests -What's in them? 
Thursday, Oct. 5, 4-5 p.m. Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center: In this infonnational seminar, our knowledgeable 
speaker will guide you through the different sections of the 
GMAT, GRE, LSAT and MCAT exams as well as discuss 
the best time to take the exam and how to analyze the scor-
ing procedure. Speaker Michael W. Stone, KAPLAN 
Ithaca Center Manager. 
~ 
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Seminar: Strategies for Getting into Law School 
Thursday, Oct.5, 2-3 p.m., Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center: Guest Speaker Jack Cox, Assoc. Dean & Director 
of Admissions& Financial Aid, University at Buffalo Law lillh,.. ~ 
School, Buffalo, N. Y. · I.~ 
GRE, GMAT, MCAT, LSAT-How Will You Score? ~ 
Take a free test drive and find out! (Scores will not be 
reported) = Saturday, Oct. 14, 2000, 11 a.m.-3 p.m., Williams Hall 
PreRegister by calling 1-800-KAP-TEST or 607-274-3365. 
---------= http ://www.ithaca.edu/ careers 
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OMA administrator blazes new path 
First assistant director 
has 'formula for success' 
BY WENDI DOWST 
Contributing Writer 
David Speller, a graduate of the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout, 
knows what it feels like to be a mi-
nority student at a primarily white 
institution. 
Now, as the assistant director of 
multicultural affairs, he will share 
the experience he gained from his 
college years with multicultural stu-
dents at Ithaca College. . 
"I know the fonnula of success 
for a person of color in a predom-
inantly white institution because I 
lived it," he said. "I know how im-
portant it is to engage yourself with 
the institution. I think I can bring 
some real life experiences to a lot 
of theory." 
Speller said his "formula of suc-
cess" requires students to be com-
fortable with who they are as a per-
son of color and to never lose that 
identity. 
"[Students should] engage in the 
entire campus experience, be-
cause you never know who you 
may learn from or who may learn 
from you," he added. 
Speller, the Office of Multicul-
tural Affairs' first assistant director, 
entered the position Sept. I 1. 
Leadership changes in the office 
began when Multicultural Affairs 
Director Roger Richardson was ap-
pointed in April. OMA had not had 
a permanent director after Keeon 
Gregory resigned in spring 1999. 
Speller's duties include working 
with the Ithaca Opportunities Pro-
gram and supporting and mentor-
ing all African, Latino, Asian and 
Native American (ALANA) stu-
dents by connecting them to college 
services. He will also assist with 
lea~ership development and plan-
ning cultural awareness programs. 
Speller comes directly from a 
job managing residential facilities 
for the Children's Home of 
Wyoming Conference, an agency 
for emotionally disturbed children 
and young adults. While there, he 
supervised a staff of about 60 peo-
ple who worked with students of 
"limited abilities." 
"What's nice about [the Ithaca 
College position] is that now I'm 
working with students who have 
unlimited ability," he said. "It is 
pretty much the same goal - to 
work with fellow staff members to 
help the students reach their full po-
tential." 
, ' 
,. ~- ) , ', ,'- . 
With prior experience in the ad-
missions and development offices 
at Cornell University, he said he is 
also excited about working direct-
ly with students again. 
' l d h KRISTEN CRAVOTTA/THE ITHACAN 
"I m ooking forwar to aving ASSISTANT DIRECTOR of Multicultural Affairs David Speller works In his new office in the Campus 
::~::!.?.n;:;~~e and group Center. Speller says he knows what it Is like to be a person of color at a predominantly white institution. 
· However, Speller said a key rea- to impress upon students that they group and population and shared the lege," McKinley said. "The campus 
son he has always worked with stu- have that responsibility to give that vision of the office in tenns of want- is at a point of transition. David 
dents is because he wants them to back. The first responsibility is to ing to emphasize the importance of brings a lot of ideas and zeal." 
be involved with student organiza- reach down and pull others up." multiculturalism and diversity - Speller said he looks forward to 
tions. Both Speller and Richardson ob- someone who had the capacity to the challenges that come with his 
He learned the importance of tained degrees in psychology from advocate on the behalf of under- new position at the college, as well 
· this by participating in student the University of Wisconsin- represented groups of students as the rewards that await him in the 
government during his undergrad- Stout, and Richardson also and also had the capacity to relate process. . 
uate years. worked at the college. to and interact with all students," "The bottom line is - how do 
"I have always been driven to Richardson said Speller Richardson said. I get [students] from their freshman 
help those who need it - getting demonstrated all the qualities he Sophomore Terrance McKinley, year to their senior year, to gradu-
involved [with] the common good was looking for in an assistant. president of the college's chapter of ate and have a great college expe-
and recognizing early that sepa- "[The college] was clearly the NAACP, said that based on his rience?" he said. "My job is not 
ratism couJd be an Achilles heel," · looking for someone who had contact with Speller so far, it only with students of color, but also 
he said. "Along with the classes and good communication skills, prior seems like he is what the campus with all students to create a com-
having fun, [students] need to pre- experience working with young needs. fortable passageway for both to 
pare [themselves] to go out and adults, administrative experience, a "[Speller] is a great guy, very in- walk through and experience each 
make a civic difference. I'm going familiarity with serving a diverse fonned and a great asset to the col- other's worlds." 
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This year the cast of MTV's 
'The Real World' went to Africa. 
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Now you can too! 
Enter for a chance to win at your local 
Council Travel office or at counciltravel.com 
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No purchase necessary. Open to residents of U.S., between tho ages of 18 and 
35 as of 9/1/00. Void where prohibited. See agency for Official Rules or go to 
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Campus Safety Log Incidents Sept. 8 to Sept. 12, 2000 
Sept. 8 
• Vehicle stop 
Location: Main Campus and Farm Roads 
Summary: Vehicle stopped for inadequate 
brake lights. Two non-students arrested for 
unlawful possession of marijuana and issued 
a criminal trespass waiver. One student ju-
dicially charged for responsibility of guests. 
Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Fitness Center 
Summary: Unconscious student transported 
to Health Center and judicially referred for 
alcohol violation. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock. 
• Noise complaint 
Location: Garden Apartment 29 
Summary: Report of a loud party in a room. 
Two students judicially referred for noise vi-
olation. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Officers extinguished smoldering 
mulch on the west end of Landon Hall. Se-
curity Officer Richard Gonzalez. 
• Found property 
Location: S-lot, tennis courts 
Summary: Three tennis rackets in a carry-
ing case brought to Campus Safety. 
0 Solicitation 
Location: Academic Quad 
Summary: Report of subjects soliciting 
credit cards. Three non-students advised to 
leave campus until they obtain a solicitation 
permit. Patrol Officer John Federation. 
0 Graffiti 
Location: Emerson Suites 
Summary: Report of writing on the wall near 
the elevator. Custodian notified for cleanup. 
Sergeant Tom Dunn. 
°ጙ Follow-up 
Location: Campus Safety 
Summary: Student judicially referred for 
unauthorized withdrawals from roommate's 
bank account. Incident occurred during 
Spring 2000 semester. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: S-lot extension 
Summary: Vehicle stopped for unsafe start. 
Two non-students arrested for possession of 
marijuana and issued criminal trespass 
waivers. 
• Public lewdness 
Location: Terrace Dining Hall, Baker walkway 
Summary: Officer observed a person uri-
nating in public. Student judicially referred. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
°ጙ Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace 9, outside 
Summary: Unconscious student transported 
to the Health Center and judicially referred 
for violation of alcohol policy. Patrol Officer 
Bruce Holmstock. 
Sept. 9 
• Health check 
Location: Terrace 10 
Summary: Caller requested officer to check 
the welfare of a possibly intoxicated student. 
Student transported to the Health Center and 
judicially referred for violation of alcohol pol-
icy. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Graffiti ,. 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Report of a homophobic message 
written on a room door. Report taken. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock. ' 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Rowland Hall 
Summary: Report of a possibly intoxicated 
person in a room. Student transported to the 
Health Center and judicially referred for vi-
olation of alcohol policy. Patrol Officer Fred 
Thomas. 
0 Unlawful advertisement 
Location: All campus 
Summary: Unauthorized fliers posted for off-
campus event. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
• Criminal mischief -
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Window damaged by unknown 
persons. Maintenance responded and 
taped window. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Landon Hall, third floor west 
Summary: Report of a large balcony window 
broken by unknown individuals. Patrol Offi-
cer John Federation. 
0 Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: Central Services Building 
Summary: Officer found student in posses-
sion of marijuana. Student judicially 
charged. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Liquor law violation 
Location: Central Services Building 
Summary: Student issued an appearance 
ticket for violation of open container ordi-
nance. Patrol Officer John Federation. 
Sept.10 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Textor Hall, bus stop 
Summary: An intoxicated student was 
transported to the Health Center and judicially 
referred for violation of alcohol policy. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: An intoxicated student, found sick 
in a bathroom, was transported to the Health 
Center and Judicially referred for violation of 
alcohol policy. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: An intoxicated student was 
transported from a room to the Health Cen-
ter and judicially referred for violation of al-
cohol policy. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace 8 
Summary: Officer found a non-student in-
toxicated in a room. One student judicially 
referred for responsibility of guest. Patrol Of-
ficer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Entrance map, Main Campus 
Road near Route 968 
Summary: An intoxicated student was 
transported to the Health Center and judicially 
referred for violation of alcohol policy. Patrol 
Officer Fred Thomas. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Terrace 8, fire lane 
Summary: Two students with open contain-
ers of alcohol judicially referred for person-
al respect and honesty.after providing false 
information to an officer and failing to pro-
duce an ID to a college official. Security Of-
ficer Donald Lyke. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Report of two non-students 
knocking on room doors and asking for beer. 
The individuals were identified as non-stu-
dents. One student judicially referred for re-
sponsibility of guests. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: East Tower, fifth floor 
Summary: Officer found broken evacuation 
sign near elevator. Security Officer Donald 
Lyke. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Terrace 10 
Summary: Bias-related state,ment was writ-
ten on a hallway mirror. Report taken. Pa-
trol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Disorderly conduct 
Location: Hood Hall 
Summary: Report of several persons 
breaking bottles. Officer foun_d no damage 
to the building. 
• Suspicious person 
· Location: Hood Hall 
Summary: A person was walking door-to-
door asking for marijuana. Report taken. 
Sept.11 
• Larceny 
Location: Towers Concourse 
Summary: Report of papers having been torn 
off an office bulletin board sometime over the 
weekend. Patrol Officer Kevin Cowen. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Garden Apartments 
Summary: Caller complained of receiving ha-
rassing e-mails. Report taken. Sergeant Kei-
th Lee. 
Sept. 12 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: West Tower, second floor 
Summary: Report of a bulletin board having 
been tom off the wall in the elevator hallway. 
Service request filed for remounting of the 
board. Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Motor vehicle accident 
Location: 0-lot 
Summary: Report of a vehicle backing into 
a second vehicle and causing minor damage. 
Incident occurred ~round noon Sept. 11. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: Boothroyd Hall 
Summary: Report of drug paraphernalia in 
a student's room. Officer responded and ju-
dicially referred two students. Patrol Officer 
Kevin Cowen. 
• Tampering - communication 
Location: Garden Apartment 28, mail room 
Summary: Complainant reported an un-
known individual had opened and discard-
ed personal mail. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Garage 
Summary: Fire alarm activated. No smoke 
or fire was found. Alarm was deemed a mal-
function due to a water leak. Life Safety In-
spector Doug Gordner. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Student transported to Health 
Center after accidentally striking head. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Holmes Hall 
Summary: Student transported to Health 
Center after feeling dizzy and falling down. 
Patrol Officer John Federation. 
Key 
ABC -Alcohol Beverage Control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving While Intoxicated 
ICCS - Ithaca College Campus Safety 
IFD- Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA- motor vehicle accident 
RA - resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V&T-vehicle and traffic violation . 
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THURSDAY, Sept. 21 
Get to know the Student Alumni Association! Join us in planning 
Homecoming, the All-Campus Semi-Formal, ASAP District II Conference 
and Little Sibs Weekend!!! 
ICE CREAM SOCIAL 
Clark Lounge, Campus Center 
Sept. 21 at 7 p.m, 
Bring a friend or roommate! 
THE ITHACAN 9 
The Student Alumni Association shall promote further student involvement in the college community by building 
traditions seeking links between students and alumni and encouraging pride and loyalty within the Ithaca College 
' family. 
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Scouts are in the wrong 
The United Way of Tompkins County should be 
commended for its stand against the local Boy 
Scouts of America council. The United Way's 
commitment to non-discriminatory policies led to 
last week's split with the Boy Scouts because of 
that group's policy against allowing homosexuals 
to become Scouts and Boy Scout readers. 
Homosexuality, in the eyes of the leadership of 
the Boy Scouts, violates the Boy Scout oath that 
requires Scouts to remain "morally straight." 
Rather than waste its breath arguing against this 
ridiculous stance, the United Way just put an end 
to its long association with the Boy Scouts. 
In doing this, the United Way has provided a 
blueprint for members of the Ithaca College 
community and every other citizen of the United 
States by combating this blatant discrimination 
without seeking to force its views upon the youth 
organization. 
The United Way did not question the Boy 
Scouts' constitutional right to have bigoted views 
or to determine its own private membership 
standards; rather, it simply refused to fund a 
group that has a very different philosophy from its 
own. 
The Boy Scouts is acting as its own worst 
enemy by distancing itself from the mainstream 
through reckless, backward views. This sort of self-
destructiveness can only lead to the ruin of a once-
great American institution. 
If the Boy Scouts continues to express this right 
in such an ignorant and reactionary manner, the 
organization deserves to privately drift off into the 
fringe, isolated by a society exercising its right not 
to listen. 
SGA ·makes real gains 
Real progress is hardly ever made on any political 
problem. Too often politicians acknowledge problems 
and then "move on" as if a long-standing situation will 
cure itself. This year, however, the Ithaca College 
Student Government Association Executive Board 
has moved SGA forward, managing to fill almost 
every one of the 63 Student Congress seats in last 
week's congressional elections. 
Last year's election filled only 47 seats, a deficit of 
20 at the time. This year, Student Body President 
Dan lillapaugh and his Evolution Party cut back the 
number of Congress seats by four to reduce 
needless seats and then proceeded to set up voting 
booths in front of dining halls - the one place on 
campus where most students go every day. 
The result of these seemingly small changes was 
an incredible boost in membership that has resulted 
in 62 new student representatives being elected, 
leaving only one empty seat. 
This success can be attributed to a small group 
of very committed people, who, sadly, do not 
appear to have the support of most of the student 
body of Ithaca College. 
Only 461 students chose to vote in these 
elections; one less student than last year. 90 
percent of our student body could not be bothered 
to stop on their way to lunch and vote. 
It is easy to rationalize this problem by claiming 
that Student Congress is insignificant or never 
does anything, and that is why students choose 
not to take any interest in it. But these newly 
elected 62 representatives will oversee the 
budgets of all student clubs and organizations on 
campus. A fact that has been curiously overlooked 
by many students. 
If this election was a dress rehearsal for the 
upcoming national elections, we are in trouble. 
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Letters 
Ithacan was 'right on' 
I want to commend you for your "right-
on" stance regarding the Bias "Witch 
Hunt" Committee. You are quite correct to 
note that.the answer to so-called 
intolerance is not the denial of one's right 
to "free-speech." In almost all situations 
which are perceived to be "hate" speech or 
acts, there are already existing societal 
controls which, if acted upon, can address 
or redress the offense without resorting to 
special classifications or Draconian 
repressions. 
An essential characteristic of "free 
speech" is that, at times, it may be 
offensive. Nonetheless, Patrick Henry was 
right when he made his speech to the 
Virginia House of Commons, and he 
remains right today. 
We would do well to remember his 
words lest we lose that blessed freedom for 
which so many pledged their sacred honor 
and spilled their blood. 
Bravo to your staff for having the 
courage to speak out and act against this ill-
founded committee and the misguided 
ideas which spawned its fonnation. 
KENNETH MYERS 
Poorly done editorial 
Your unsupported and inaccurate 
attempt to address problems with the Bias-
related Incidents Committee in last week's 
Ithacan was a display of ignorance and a 
disgrace to the entire Ithaca College 
community. The opinion article and 
cartoon that joined it were offensive and 
poorly done. In both pieces you call into 
question the validity of the Bias-related 
incidents reported by the committee. You 
question whether these incidents are real 
acts of hatred. You wouldn't be questioning 
this if you had experienced one. 
As a first-year student here last year I 
was sitting in my room on a Thursday 
night. Outside my door in East Tower I 
heard someone yell 'faggot.' I proceeded to 
look out my viewer and see my neighbors 
standing in the vicinity of my door. I was 
terrified. I was afraid to enter the bathroom 
at the same time as them, I was afraid to 
pass them on campus at night. I knew they 
hated me. I didn't report this because as a 
first-year student I was not sure of the 
judicial process here and was afraid that by 
reporting the incident I would be further 
endangering myself. What is a real act of 
hatred a<; you call it? Are we waiting until 
someone is tied to a fence and beaten? 
Until the day you can experience what 
the hundreds of victims of these crimes 
have. please don't judge what real hatred 
is. 
RYAN PROSSER '03 
Co-President of BIGA YLA 
Editors note: The editor who suggested the 
editorial was the victim of one of the bias-
related incidents reported in the Last issue. 
Furious with editorial 
Nonnally things don't inflame me, but 
reading the "editorial" titled "Bias 
Committee must go" in the Sept. 14 
edition of The Ithacan, I was furious. I 
wonder if the author of the statement has 
ever been subject to a bias-related incident, 
because I think that if he had, he wouldn't 
take such occurrences so lightly. After 
being harassed by a car full of people for 
only walking hand-in-hand with one's 
boyfriend, as I have been, maybe this 
writer would feel otherwise. 
The writer says that the bias-related 
incidents are something "known only to a 
few." Would he also call the agony of 
listening to a next door neighbor 
constantly shout at his roommate an 
onslaught of horrendously offensive 
expletives (quite possibly the most 
obscene words I have ever heard), within 
earshot of the entire floor, an isolated or 
"single" incident? Correct me if I'm 
wrong, but I believe such words affect 
more than just that roommate. It is 
something that deeply affects me. 
According to the writer, these incidents are 
not "real acts of hatred." 
And they are "meaningless." 
But these "isolated" happenings are 
what a lot ofus live with on a daily basis. 
The posting of the bias-related incidents in 
the paper, if nothing else, reassures us that 
there are others out there feeling the same 
thing, and that we are not alone in our 
harassment. 
What's the next step here? Is the bias-
related incidents committee going to "go" 
too? Just keep in mind: silence= death. 
JEN COOPERDOCK '01 
'Tainted letter of bias' 
As we forge into the new millennium. 
how much longer must we wear the 
"tainted letter of bias"? Last week's 
editorial concerning the disbanding of the 
Bias committee was the first step in 
eliminating a self-perpetuating problem. 
Why must we as a student body bear the 
Hawthorne-like scarlet letter of bias just 
because of a very few isolated incidences? 
Is bias a problem? Yes. Is the answer to 
this problem pasting these crimes up 
across campus so students, faculty, 
community members and perspective 
students can view these acts of ill thought? 
Absolutely not! 
These puritanical consequences did not 
work in the 17th and 18th centuries, what 
would make us think this solution would 
hold water in the very liberal society of the 
20th and 21st centuries? If I am called a 
degrading name in Egbert dining hall, I for 
one would not want to stand and announce 
to the general public that I was called a 
"bad name." I would sit there and show 
the guilty party that I am the bigger and 
See more LETTERS, page 25 
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~\"\ot~et A brand new approach 
/".n's e to promoting diversity 
Over the past few years the 
subject of diversity has become 
an increasing concern of both 
staff and students at Ithaca 
College. Yet, despite the work 
that is being done by groups like 
the Young Democratic Socialists, 
Bigayla, the Student Government 
Association, the Bias-related 
BRIAN 
FELDER 
Gue.it Writer 
Incidents 
Committee 
and many 
other~. the 
problems 
aren't going 
away. 
So. \~hat 
more can he 
done'? 
Bigayla and 
other groups 
arc more than 
will inn to 
hold open discussions on tile 
issues in question. It is difficult, 
and sometimes impossible, to 
reach out to people who are 
carrying with them the degree of 
narrow-minded hatred that leads 
to homophobic remarks on 
bathroom doors, swastikas spray 
painted on walls and sexual 
attacks on women. 
JOHN SIGMUND/THE ITHACAN 
ACTIVIST STUDENTS COMMUNICATE a message of tolerance during the college's celebration of 
Gaypril during the spring 1999. Their message of Inclusion and diversity remains relevant today. 
We need to provide a forum in 
which people can work out their 
differences and express their 
beliefs without condemning one 
another. 
I believe the existing program 
is less effective than we had 
originally hoped. While it does 
inform, it does not create any 
forum for an exchange of ideas 
without condemnation. I believe it 
is time for a new approach. 
As the newly appointed SGA 
Director of Diversity Affairs, I 
am committed to working with 
the SGA, the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs and the 
other groups on campus to 
create a forum in which people 
can talk through their beliefs, in 
an attempt to reach 
understanding and give 
education. It is only with this 
· education, in addition to the 
programs and reports which 
already exist, that we can 
effectively fight prejudice. 
We need to build on the 
lessons of tolerance taught during 
freshman orientation throughout 
the whole year. These lessons arc 
invaluable. 
The Bias-related incident 
reports shouldn't become an end 
in and of themselves. They should 
serve as a reminder that while we 
do have a great deal of diversity, 
we also have a good deal of hatred 
on campus. 
It is imperative that along with 
the reports posted on the walls, we 
take the time to listen to the 
arguments presented at the YDS 
teach-ins, the Bigayla meetings, or 
the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People 
meetings. 
To all of those for whom the 
prejudice against homosexuals, 
Jews, women or any other group 
runs too deeply to be touched by 
an hour-long lecture or a weekly 
discussion, I ask you to try to 
look at people as individuals and 
not as part of a larger group. 
For all of those who have 
been victims of oppression and 
ridicule, I ask you not to give in 
to bitterness. I ask you to help 
enter a cycle of understanding 
rather then a cycle of revenge. 
Brian Felder is a senior politics 
major. 
Debates and commentaries will appear In this spot each week. To have your voice heard, call Opinion Editor Jason Sublk at 274-3208. 
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GREG 
ENG BRECHT 
ContriQ11ti11g 
Writer 
Education p ans differ 
on choice and funding. ANESSA DESARNO Contributing Writer 
Derek Bok once said"If you think education is expensive, try 
ignorance." 
Education and money are closely linked. Education is becoming 
more an investment-based commitment. Parents invest in their 
children. Students invest in a college education. Graduates heading 
out into the job world invested in their futures by going to college, 
but now have to find ways to pay off the loans they took to pay for 
tuition. 
With the constant surge in tuition costs, the federal government 
should compensate for the rise. Republican George W. Bush has a 
platform that puts education on priority list number one. "Our 
There are two high schools in the suburban town in New Jersey I 
grew up in. I was fortunate enough to attend the high school on the 
"north" end, a school that was ranked number 43 in the top one 
hundred public schools in the state this summer, and in the top ten of 
our particular division last fall (no small feat). 
The high school on the "south" side of town was nowhere to be 
found on any academic ranking. If given the chance, many parents 
on the south side would give anything to send their kids to my high 
school. 
Even in these times of great prosperity there are millions of 
Americans who are left behind by a system that puts the interests of 
bureaucrats and teachers unions ahead of students. common good," according to Bush, "is found in 
our common schools." This is nice talk, but with an 
estimated $4.6 trillion surplus on the horizon, he 
has only proposed a $26.6 billion commitment 
(that's less than 0.7 percent) towards education. 
Al Gore, however, plans to use some $115 
billion of the surplus to make higher education less 
costly. Gore will make up to $10,000 in college 
tuition tax deductible. 
George W. Bush wants to change that. His plan is to 
force accountability on failing schools by giving them a 
period in which they will have to improve conditions or 
risk losing federal funding. 
Under the current system schools do not have 10 show 
results for the federal money they receive. 
PointteX 
coun Point If the schools don't improve parents will he given the funds directly in the form of a voucher which they 
will control giving them the option to transfer their 
children to a better public school, to pay for tutoring, or pnvate schools. 
Perhaps even more importantly, Gore will start 
from the ground up, adding $1 billion to funding for such programs 
as Head Start and Early Head start. "There is no greater test of our 
national responsibility than the quality of the education we provide 
it," Gore said once. Gore perhaps did not know of a mirrored 
statement made by Greek philosopher Diogenes, "The foundation 
of every state is the education of its youth." 
The less funding the government distributes, the more prevalent 
the price tag of ignorance will set America back. Come November, 
a Republican "priority" of a mere $26.6 billion will be compared 
with that of a Democratic oath against ignorance. 
Greg Engbrecht is afreshmanjoumalism major. 
This program will give many minorities who cannot afford to pay 
for schooling, or move to a better neighborhood, the same 
opportunity as the elite to choose private education; a choice Al Gore 
made for all of his daughters. 
The Democratic proposal pumps more money into a system that 
doesn't work and assumes bureaucrats in Washington know better 
than parents what's best for the children of America 
If Bush is elected every child will have the opportunity to receive a 
quality education. 
Anessa Desamo is afresliman English major. 
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Talk show host 
is too powerful 
Yllu can talk :tll :ou 1sant 
ahoul who LillJlroh thl\ cou11tr: 
You can cia1m 1t',. tli,· \11chacl 
LI\llcr. Do,1ald I Illllljl BIii 
( ,ate,. or\\ h1Lllc'\ c'I other lllot'.ul 
., Ill d1ar'.:-'L' Ill 1h,· mnlia. Thc,c 
-:1c11 arc tl1c ,rn;ilk,t <•fpotatoc·\ 
when 11 c<1I11<:, dP" ll Io\\ ho 
really I\ Ill Lli-irgc ( lprah. Ye,. 
rJprah W1ni"IL': cuI1tI<1I, a, man: 
!TllIHh ll1 th 1, C()lllllf\ a\ 
M icr<.hoft ha, Pile, ancJ ;cro~. 
She'\ the: h1ggc:-t pcr,onalit: 
on TV an<.! own\ the ,oub of 
more women In America than 
BIii Clinton has told lies. It's a 
conspiracy that's been going on 
far too long, and I· m the one 
who's going to expose it. 
Let's talk about thought 
control. Oprah has sole 
significant control over what 
American women see, hear, read 
and think. If Oprah likes a book, 
it's automatically a best seller. Is 
this fair? 
Oprah Winfrey could becom~ 
a modem-day Lysistrata. If you 
recall, in this ancient Greek 
drama, Lysistrata cajoled the 
women in Athens to refuse to 
have sex with their husbands 
until their war-faring beaus 
agreed to cease their violent 
ways. A power-hungry Lysistrata 
also suggested that the women 
stage a coup and take over the 
local treasury to strengthen their 
cause. Can you imagine the sheer 
chaos that would ensue if Oprah 
decided it was time for women in 
this country to stop having sex 
with their husbands for some 
reason? This mass male 
frustration that this would cause 
would probably lead to war, not 
stop it. 
Unfortunately many females 
would happily abide by Oprah's 
wishes anyway, needing no other 
explanation than "Oprah told us 
to do it." 
Oprah might even have the 
potential to become a terrible 
despot if she chose to use her 
powers for overtly evil purposes. 
If she woke up one day and 
decide to become a military 
dictator and start invading 
countries (most likely countries 
with male leaders who haven't 
read "Angela's Ashes"), 
America's women would be 
chomping at the bit to enlist in 
her anny and to slaughter 
mercilessly at her command. 
Unfortunately for the men, many 
of the husbands and boyfriends of 
these women would probably get 
sucked into Oprah's holy crusade 
too. 
Is it a good thing that Winfrey 
changed her ~how's formal from 
the Jerry Spnnger-esque narne-
calling, cha1r-throwmg episodes 
of the early 1990s to the current 
sob-story, book-club. feeding 
frenzy of women's lib that ll is 
today? 
You can be the judge and jury 
on that one. l refuse to watch a 
another minute of her drivel. 
I'm going to go start a war 
somewhere. I don't have sex that 
often anyway. 
Kevin Flinn is a senior cinema 
and photography major. 
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FALL T 2000 !! 
Sick of studying? Had enough of work? 
Well get out and have 
sornefunll 
Sept. 24 in the Campus Center Quad 
from 1 to S p.rn. 
Temporary Tattoos! Games of skill! 
Sumo wrestling! 
Wax candle art! Giant velcro wall! 
.•· 
Students Activity Board 
Rain location in Emerson SuitesD 
Quote of the week 
/;Y juices, all my energy, all my © ,, t went into my dancing 
· use I couldn't do anything else. 
So, I was a damn good dancer(T\ D 
-Instructor Sharon Jones-Chas~ / TheCCent Thursday September 2 I, 2000 Page 13 
Circus acro6at dazz{ec[ tlie wor{c[ 
Famous artist 
now teaches 
college politics 
BY KELLY MINER 
5_l_!!ff Writer 
Atop her platform and wrapped m a slithering leotard, the snake-like acrobat teased the audience with a 
glowing red apple. In a perfonnance called 
"Eve" she contorted her body into and out of 
positions, as she moved the apple from head 
to toe. She was famous all over the world for 
her explosive productions and theatrical 
interpretations. She was "Sandy Stewart," a 
runaway from Zimbabwe who has now run 
all the way to the politics department at 
Ithaca College. This dazzling entertainer is 
Instructor Sharon Jones-Chase. 
Born in Boston, Chase stayed in the 
United States for a very short time. Her 
mother and father, both citizens of the 
British Empire, took her all over the world. 
She went to elementary school in _London, 
middle school in Hong Kong and high 
school in Zimbabwe. 
Chase said she struggled in school, often 
transposing her letters and words. She is 
dyslexic, but at the time no one knew what 
dyslexia was. Chase said she was therefore 
labeled a "dummy." 
What she lacked in the classroom, how-
ever, Chase said she made up for in her 
dance lessons. 
"All my juices, all my energy, all my tal-
ent went into my dancing because I couldn't 
do anything else. So, I was a damn good 
dancer," Chase said as her eyes seemed to 
re-open and bum with pride. 
After she graduated from high school, 
Chase said she had no idea what to do with 
herself. All her life people had called her a 
dummy and she believed them. So she ran 
away to Hong Kong and joined a small trav-
eling circus. Chase said she used the circus 
as camouflage from her searching parents 
and as an opportunity to perform. 
'. 
' 
COURTESY OF SHARON JONES-CHASE 
INSTRUCTOR SHARON JONES-CHASE traveled the world as an acrobat wHh a Chinese circus in her youth and used the stage 
name "Sandy Stewart." Her style of performance broke ground and can still be seen in the shows of Cirque Du Soliel. 
Chase traveled with a Chinese circus for 
three years and said she learned acrobatics 
from some of the most talented acrobats in 
the world. When she was twenty. she decid-
ed to get an agent and travel as a solo per-
fonner. This is when Chase said her stage 
name, "Sandy Stewart," really took off. 
By combining the elements of costume, 
music, lighting and theme, Chase said she 
intensified the artistry of circus perfor-
mance. The integration of such theatrical 
elements was rare in her time and introduced 
the world to a new fonn of circus entertain-
ment. This same fonn has taken shape in 
_ Cirque Du Solie), a show that has bun wow-
ing international audiences with a blend of 
circus art and street perfonnance. 
Unfortunately, Chase's career came to a 
tragic end IO years ago. While performing at 
a casino in Portugal, Chase fell from an alu-
minum bar above her platform and broke her 
back. 
Chase decided to go to a rehabilitation 
center in Florida because her mother was 
living in St. Petersburg at the time. Chase 
said the recovery was painful and frustrat-
. ELIZABETH K PETERSON/THE ITHACAN 
ing. Even if she did improve, she said she 
did not know what she was going to do with 
herself. 
"All my life I'd been an acrobatic 
dancer," Chase said as her eyebrows fur-
rowed. "I played the biggest casinos and 
nightclubs in Europe. I played in New York 
City and Las Vegas. I didn't know what I 
was going to do." 
While recovering, Chase was diagnosed 
with dyslexia. This, Chase said, proved she 
was not a dummy. 
Within six months she relearned how to 
read and write. She went back to school to 
study business administration and political 
science. Nine years later, she received her 
Ph.D. in political science from Syracuse 
University. 
"[I did it] all in a time frame of about nine 
years. From a person who couldn't read or 
write. That's my life story. Education wa~ 
my quest. And here I am teaching others. It's 
been a wild ride," Chase said with a smirk. 
Chase taught classes in politics and mul-
ticulturalism at SUNY Cortland before com-
mg to Ithaca. Gerome O'Callaghan. Chair of 
Cortland's political science department, said 
Chase's various perspective~ strengthened 
her teaching. 
"It 1s very unusual for ~tudenb m Nc:w 
York to come across an 1m,tructor with ~uch 
a wide range nf international e:1.pc:nc:nce. 
and ~uch variety 1n pm1r ca1cer\ ... 
O'Callaghan ~aid. 
Chase ha~ not left the cntc11a111111cnt 
world entirely. l·kr ~un 1~ a p1ok\,H>nal 
mag1c1an \1hu appearc:d (111 a IL'k\1~1,111 ,p.:-
c1al \\Ith Da\1d Blame: ,tnd :1<•\, ~1ud1c, .ict-
mg at SllNY Brockport l 'h.tsL' 1, ,tl,t> \Cl: 
acttv.: among the: S, >c1.:1y t ,f ·\m.:11L·an 
l\'L1g1c1,m~ and ha\ hdp.:J \I rile: Ill'\\ \kllcr, 
for dtlfcrent magic club~ ,ind ,,;!:'.,lllt/,IIH>lh 
Mag1c1an and fr1c:nd Jack :'\ldlci ~.llll th.it hc1 
\,ork ethic 1~ C\'tdcnt 111 C\'C:r: 1h111g ,he: d1 ,.:, 
TEN YEARS AGO Instructor Sharon Jones-Chase broke her back after falling from an aluminum bar while performing acrobatic 
stunts in Portugai. She is currently serving as an instru~tor of politics in the School of Humanities and Sciences. 
··Sharon coached hn ,(>11 \,11h unb.:!Jc,-
able eftort ,tnd \\Cl1t a~ tar ,1, l(l cnt.:1 111m 111 
contc:~b a,ound the wurld."" l\ltller ~aid 
Cha:,,e :,,aid she will be u~111g ~(1me mag1L· 
111 her cla!:,SC~ th1~ ,emc~tc:r Sound~ like: .i 
poltt1c, le!:,~On you \\(111·1 \,anr lo 1111,~ 
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Writers share stage and swap songs 
BY CRAIG BENDER 
.',u!.{f. ~Ile:_ 
There was standing room only 
a~ three folk singer!> shared their 
tender blend of poetry and music at 
Juna's Cafe, the venue for the in-
augural performance of the Blue 
Star Folk Project. 
"You could hear a pm drop m 
between songs," ~aid prnJcct coor-
dmatm, ~cnior Zaminy l-11bbarcl. 
"The other guys I played with. who 
were James Hearne and Jeff Mc-
caffery, were really good and the 
performance wa~ warmly re-
ceived by the crowd." 
have gigs," Hibbard said, "but I 
know a lot of people that are in-
credible songwriters that can't 
get a gig or if they get one, then 
attendance is poor. Putting more 
people on one stage gives more 
people the chance to play for a 
larger audience with greater ex-
posure. The more [that] people 
play, then the better they arc, and 
that can only help the folk-singer 
scene in Ithaca." 
Hibbard said she hope~ the 
Blue Star Folk Project will contm-
ue giving performance opportuni-
ties to as many different songwrit-
ers as possible. She also hopes to 
see the Blue Star Folk Project grow 
and expand to other places m 
Central New York such as Bing-
hamton, Elmira, Syracuse and Al-
bany. 
Ithaca has a very welcoming mu-
sic scene, Hibbard said. However, 1t 
can be very competitive, making it 
hard for the average singer/song-
writer to compete with the band 
scene. This is why Hibbard, a local 
performer, decided to create the Blue 
Star Folk Project. The project will 
be a series of different singer/song-
writers sharmg the stage at different 
venues in Ithaca and eventually all 
around Central New York. 
HEATHER PORTER/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR ZAMINV HIBBARD and junior Scott Seltzer entertain a crowd in the Commons on,,Saturday. 
Hibbard created the new Blue Star Folk Project. Both will play in the Blue Folk Festival Friday at Cornell. 
Junior Scott Seltzer will be 
playing his acoustic guitar at the next 
Blue Star Folk project on Friday. 
"I think it's great that Za-
miny' s showcasing local acoustic 
talent," Seltzer said. "Because it's 
music people don't often get a 
chance to hear and I'm excited to 
be a part of it." 
Hibbard describes the event as 
"an all-star song swap that allows 
the area's best singer-songwriters to 
share a night of music with one an-
other." 
James Hearne, who played at 
the first Blue Star Folk Project, 
found the song swap format chal-
lenging for him but pleasant for the 
audience. 
"It was a weird experience ro-
tating players because it was hard 
to establish a groove," he said. 
"However, the audience got to hear 
different players who all have dif-
ferent styles. This gave the show 
continued flow and variety and the 
audience seemed to enjoy it." 
"Performers benefit from being 
able to play paying gigs at better 
venues to larger audiences," Hib-
bard said. 'The competitive attitude 
that is too prevalent in the local.mu-
sic scene is avoided, and the col-
laborative spirit of music is en-
hanced. This is also a great way for 
musicians to meet one another and 
share their music." 
she has played benefits for the Red 
Cross, Students for the Ethical 
Treatment of Animals, Earth 
Day, and the Songwriter's Circle 
at Ithaca College and Cornell 
University. 
Tonight the Blue Star Folk Pro-
ject will be playing at the Noyes 
Community Center at Cornell 
University and will feature Hibbard 
in addition to senior Greg Tebbano 
and Cornell's Katie Sawicki. To-
morrow Seltzer and Cornell's 
Dave Rubinstein will join Hibbard 
at the Robert Purcell Community 
Center also at Cornell University. 
Both shows begin at 8 p.m. and ad-
mission is free. 
Hibbard came up with the idea 
of a song swap from folk festivals 
she has attended. A traditional 
song swap involves three song-
writers taking the stage at one time. 
They each play a song in turn 
throughout the night, and the 
evening usually ends with apm on 
a familiar song. 
Hibbard also sees the project as 
a benefit to the players. 
Hibbard has already had a lot 
of success in the local music 
scene. She has played numerous 
gigs at ABC Cafe, The Oak and 
Collegetown Bagels. In addition, 
She has played larger showcas-
es and folk festivals and recently 
recorded her self-titled debut album 
that she produced under her own 
label, Sonmeisie Records. The 
project is Hibbard's way of giving 
back to the local songwriting 
community. 
"I've been lucky to play out and 
Coffee shops stay open for 'latte' nights 
BY SARAH ORAMAS 
Co11tnb111rng H1ntcr ________________ _ 
Whether n's the caffeine that keeps you 
awake while studymg, a change m atmosphere, 
a place to hang out with friends or a venue to 
enjoy hve music, coffee shops in Ithaca pro-
vide a vanety of options in the forms of var-
ious foods, beverages and styles of music. 
Jasmine's: 
114 Dryden Rd. 
On those unfortunate nights when 
homework and studying take over, there are 
two off-campus options that offer quiet set-
tings and quality espresso. Jasmine's in Col-
legetown offers espresso and some snack 
food choices including bagels, ice cream and 
other desserts. It is the least expensive of the 
shops and has a connecting lounge with 
booths and Internet-hook ups. 
The Silverbird Espresso: 
302 E. State St. 
Another great spot for tacklmg homework 
1~ the Silverbtrd, which 1:, more convenient 
,mcc 1t 1s rn the Commons. The Silverbird 
has a very clean, comfortable ~mall cafe am-
bience. Its menu offers a huge amount of 
"foofy" dnnb like "Snicker~." which com-
bme~ chocolate, caramel and haLclnut and 
ta,tes JU~t hkc a Snickers bar. Several non-
coffee choice~ are also offered, mcludmg 
cold-blended gra111ta, A \~·1dc variety of deca-
dent de,~erts and cookies an.: available and 
there arc plenty ot people watching oppor-
tun111e~. ,aid ~c111or Kathy Ferguson. an em-
ployee al the Stl\erb1rd. 
"We have a lot of regular~ who ~pend the 
day ~1tt111g out~1de," ,he ~aid .. We have a 
lot of character~. and ,ume college kid~. 
mmtly from IC. We get a good mix." 
Stella's Coffee Shop: 
403 College Ave. 
Just past the door at Stella's m Collegetown, 
a well-dressed cuuple sat enjoying espresso 
drinks and chocolate covered espresso beans. 
Around the corner from the couple, several 
small groups of friends chatted while a few stu-
dents sat alone reading. With a soft jazz feel 
and a comfortable pub atmosphere, Stella's of-
fers a mellow place to cany ~m a conversation. 
JOE SURDUKOWSKI/THE ITHACAN 
SHANIKA SCOTT, an employee of Silverbird Espresso, sits outside on break on 
Sunday. Eric Rison sells his homemade jewelry at the next table drinking coffee. 
On crowded mghts, however, the air is thick 
with cigarette smoke. 
With its connecting bar, a wide selection 
of espresso drinks and large, group-accom-
rnodatmg booths, Stella's 1s a choice place 
to take a date or a group of friends. Stella's 
1s just one of the many places for students 
to go to enjoy a late-night drink. 
ABC Cafe: 
308 Stewart Ave. 
For those ~kmg a more hvely atmosphere, 
ABC Cafe offers a classic coffee house com-
plete with local artwork decorating the walls. 
Featuring local musicians, the cafc provides 
a venue for various types of music. 
"Th-ere 's different music every night 
[and] the crowd depends a lot on the type of 
music," said senior Laura Deutch, who works 
at the cafe. 
Prior to the start of a performance, the cof-
fee house also offers a wide variety of food, 
including several vegan options and daily in-
ternational specials. The espresso menu of-
fers the basic drinks such as lattes and mo-
chas. Though it does not offer any house spe-
cials, the quality of the basics and the vast 
selection of teas make up for the lack of ~pe-
cialty drinks like the decadent milkshakes that 
can be found at Juna's. 
Juna's Espresso Bar: 
146 E. State St. 
Juna'~ offe1s a different taste, especially 
1f venturing into Collegetown does not sound 
appealing. At first glance, Juna'~ appear~ to 
be a dead scene with little seating and no en-
tertainment. But just up the stairs, a relaxed 
milieu unfolds with plenty of small group 
seating and a bar that faces giant windows 
overlooking the Commons. 
"Juna's is always busy; they have great 
milkshakes and coffee,"said freshman 
Grace Onorato. "I just like hanging out here 
and watching people." 
In addition to providing a place to hang 
out, Juna's is another venue for local per-
formances. It is the new home of "open mic 
night," formerly held at The Oak, and now 
held on the first Friday of every month. Also, 
a different band is featured every Saturday 
night. 
Coffee Shops of Ithaca 
Jasmine's: 
114 Dryden Rd. 
Sunday - Thursday, 8 a.m. - 1 
a.m. 
Friday - Saturday, 8 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
Best feature: quick and inexpen-
sive 
The Silverbird Espresso: 302 
E. State St. 
Monday - Thursday, 8 a.m. - 11 
p.m. 
Friday, 8 a.m. - 11 :30 p.m. 
Saturday, 8:30 a.m.- 11 :30 p.m. 
Sunday, 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Best feature: espresso drinks and 
friendly people 
Stella's Coffee Shop 
403 College Ave. 
Monday- Sunday, 7 a.m.-1 :30 
a.m. 
Best feature: laid back atmos-
phere 
The ABC Cafe 
308 Stewart Ave. 
Tuesday - Thursday, 11 a.m. -
midnight 
Friday, 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. 
Saturday and Sunday 9:30 a.m.-
1 a.m. 
Best feature: lively atmosphere 
Juna's Espresso Bar 
146 E. State St. 
Sunday, 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Monday-
Wednesday, 7:30 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Thursday, 7:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Friday - Saturday, 9 a.m. - 11 
p.m. 
Best feature: milkshakes 
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ICTV season spins-off popular shows 
BY KRISTEN RACKL 
;>raff Writer 
What TV station has college stu-
dents playing with puppets, an-
choring the news and couples go-
ing on blind dates? The answer 1s 
ICTV. The fall season started Sun-
day and features shows with an Itha-
ca edge. 
The station airs innovative pro-
gramming produced by Ithaca 
College students. Among its pro-
grams are three live newscasb, two 
children's shows, two magazine 
shows and many others covermg 
anything from puppets to college 
sports. 
Six new shows will premiere this 
semester. The first, "The Music 
Never Stopped," produced by 
Chris Mattie, will be airing week-
ly. Each episode will highlight 
recordings of bands at local 
venues, or local bands live in the 
studio. 
"Desperate Souls," an "X-
Files"-esque show produced by 
sophomore Casey Moore will con-
~ist of three skits dealing with the 
darker side of the human ~oul. 
Moore said. Topics of the skit!-, in-
clude sclf-mutilatmn. death and 
weird current events in the new~. 
This show will air once toward the 
end of the semester. 
"First Date," produced by Ju-
niors Lisa Foley and Rebecca 
Zwas, will document student!-, go-
ing out on blind dates. Premiering 
after fall break, "First Date" will 
broadcast pre- and post-date inter-
view~ as well as footage of the ac-
tual date. This show 1s like the 
WB's "Blind Date" or TLC's "A 
Dating Story" with an Ithaca Col-
lege twist. 
"All About Kids" is a news mag-
azine show by kids and for kids. The 
show, produced by junior Craig 
Bender, will have local children as 
anchors. "All About Kids" will run 
local, national, and world news sto-
ries pertaining to children. Local 
children's dance and music groups 
will be performing in every 
episode of the show. The first 
episode will air on Oct. 3, 2000. 
"Fashionably Late Show." The 
!-,how will follow a !>tandard late-
mght format and air!> at I 0:30 p.m. 
on Sundays and Tue!>day!-, 
The "Gnd1ron Report" and the 
~port;, :,,egment!-, on "New,watch 
16," ;,how event!-, Ill the ;,port;, are-
na of the entire Ithaca community 
Ithaca College home football 
game!> and basketball game;, will be 
covered a~ well as Cornell Um-
vcr!-,1ty and Ithaca I I1gh School 
;,porting cvem!-,. "Neww:atch 16" 
abo mc.:lude;, a sport!-, 1ound-up on 
Sunday~. 
ICTV 1s a ~tudent-run telcv1!,1on 
!-,tation funded by the Park Foun-
dation. Studenb from all c.:la~~es and 
all five ~choob on campu~ work m 
vanou~ po!-,itions on 19 show!-,. 
Students receive no payment or 
class credit for workmg on shows. 
Jumor Donna Lovas, station 
manager, said she 1s also excited 
about a new Web-casting program 
that will be implemented this se-
mester. 
This will enable ICTV to 
broadcast over the World Wide Web. 
._,_. 
"Fuzz," produced by juniors Ja-
son Holterhaus and Marc Gaff en, is 
a wacky new show that will star the 
puppet creations of college students. 
Note: this is not "Sesame Street." 
Rather, it is "Animal House" and 
"Weird Science" meet "The Mup-
pet_ Show," Gaffen said. "Fuzz" will 
air later in the semester. 
The "Early Late Show," pro-
duced by Senior Ethan Zweig, will 
be replacing the now-defunct 
Students wishing to have an 
event publicized on ICTV should 
contact Lovas or News Director 
Jenny Rizzo. 
ICTV airs Sunday through 
Thursday, from 6:30 to l l p.m. 
MILES WORTHINGTONrrHE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN JOEY GOTHELF adjusts lighting on the set of 
NewsWatch 16 for the Sunday broadcast at 8 p.m. 
....... 
Independent film lovers to gather at Woodstock 
BY SEAN HYSON 
Staff Writer 
Woodstock, N.Y., is again attempting to 
make history - this time with four days of 
peace, love and movies. The name of 
Woodstock has long been synonymous with 
liberalism, counter-culture and community 
and the debuting film festival that bears its 
name suggests this tradition will contmue. 
To her surprise, the proposition was well 
received. The Tinker Street Cinema, The Joy-
ous Lake, Center for Photography, The Byrd-
cliffe Theater, Bearsville Theater and 
Utopia Studios will be hosting each day. 
Sixty independent filmmakers from 
countries all over the world will be showing 
their work, which includes features, shorts, 
student films and documentaries. 
"The films we have chosen run the 
gamut," Blaustein said. "Collectively, they 
are intelligent, exotic, cutting edge, percep-
tive and always entertaining. It didn't make 
sense to have a festival that would start small 
in the year 2000 and grow incrementally." 
The Woodstock Film Festival, begmning 
today and ending on Sunday, was original-
ly planned for only three days. However, 
community interest and celebrity support for 
the first annual film festival in town extend-
ed the event to four days. Some of the most prominent personalities 
in the mdustry will lead seminars and con-
certs between showings. Discussions on act-
ing, sereenwriting, Internet distribution, 
music in film and digital production will fea-
ture the likes of Dominic Chianese of "The 
Sopranos" and Aidan Quinn. 
"I presented the Woodstock community 
with a plan for creating a film festival that 
would obtain and present the finest inde-
pendent films available" said Meira 
Blaustein, the event's director and a film-
maker herself. 
ITHACA COLLEGE CONCERTS 2000-2001 
u[Starker) seemed to 
be communing with 
the composer rather 
than performing in 
public." -the New 
York Times 
~THAO\ 
TUESDAY 
SEPTEMBER 26, 2000 
8:15 P.M. 
FORD HALL 
JANOS STARKER 
VIOLONCELLO 
Shigeo Neriki, Piano 
'·:,. . . Beethoven, Brahm~, and 
Strauss ~onatas for violoncello and piano 
Cu,1>1•11 ;.,1 , f.1 ,.,., ,, • .,,. • .,1 , , 
A PRE-CONCERT LECTURE BY VIOLONCELLO PROFESSOR ELIZABETH SIMKIN 
WILL BEGIN AT 7 30 PM. IN THE ROBERT A IGER LECTURE HALL 
TICKETS AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 8 AT THE TICKET CENTER AT CUNTON HOUSE. 
B00-284-8422 (273-4497 LOCALLY) AND THEN & NOW RECORDS, COLLEGETOWN 
S 9 CHILDREN. SENIOR CITIZENS, AND ITHACA COLLEGE STUDENTS 
SIS ITHACA COLI.EGE ALUMNI. FACULTY, STAFF, AND ADMINISTRATORS, 
FRIENDS OF ITHACA COLLEGE; OTHER STUDENTS 
S18 GENERAL PUBUC 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE SEE WWW ITHACA EDU/MUSIC/GUESTARTISTS 
OR CAU 274-3171. 
JANOS STARKER'S WEB SITES: WWW.CEUO.ORG/CNC/STARKER/STARKER HTM AND 
WWW.MUSIC.INDIANA EDU/SOM/EJMCCF/CELLODEPT/CELLOFAC/STARKERBIO.HTML 
SHIGEO NERIKl"S WED SITE: WWW.MUSIC.INDIANA.EDU/SOM/PIANO/NERIKI HTML 
Warren Adler, author of "The War of the 
Roses" and Ron Ny~waner ("Philadelph1a") 
will also be present. Elmer Bernstein. a 13 
time Oscar nommee for his compm1tion of 
the scores of such films as "The Ten Com-
mandments" and "National Lampoon's 
Anir11al House" will also appear. 
Legendary music documentary maker Le~ 
Blank will receive the prestigious Mavenck 
Award for his contributions, and his film "The 
Blues Accordin' to Lightnin' Hopkins" will 
be shown. 
To close the festival, Barbara Kopple will 
debut "My Generation" for the first time in 
the United States. A chronicle of the Wood-
stock concerts of 1969, 1994 and 1999, it will 
be screened at the Tinker Street Cinema, the 
same theater that showed Michael 
Wadleigh's Woodstock feature 30 years 
ago. 
Director Geoffrey Gilmore viewed the film 
at the Sundance Film Festival. 
"A5 an exploratmn of cultural memory, It 
resonates with powerful image~ of the 
search by two generations for commumty 
am1d~t nearly ana1ch1c and v1v1dly d1\paratc 
celebrations of music and youth," he ~aid. 
Imaginat1on_Strcet.com. an cntertam-
ment Web site, has already annoum.cd its sup-
port of the event, ~tating that "In a market 
place dnven by stars and big profit~, inde-
pendent film~ as~ume great ~1gniticancc ... In-
dependent tilm festivals open a necessary di-
alogue between the mam5tream and the arti~t5 
on the margins." 
Those hoping to attend must make re~er-
vation5 immediately, though many of the fe5-
tival 's features arc sold out. 
The Village Green B&B has vacancies for 
overnight v1s1tor!>, and can be reached at (914) 
679-0313. 
For more information, call (845) 679-
4265 or visit their Web page at 
info@woodstockfilmfestival.com. 
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Maggie-Kate 
Coleman 
BA Drama/English '02 
Hometown: Gaithersburg, 
Md./ Hagerstown, Md. 
What someone would be 
surprised to find in my 
drawers: Compromising 
photographs involving 
bandannas and too much 
tequila. 
How I indulge: Find a 
good book, a down com-
forter and ginger ice 
cream. 
If I could imprison any-
one, it would be: George 
W. Bush. 
If I could change my 
name, I'd change it to: 
Bill Gates, so I could cash 
his checks. 
Most exotic place I have 
traveled to: Narnia. 
Craziest thing I did this 
summer: I bought a man-
nequin's head for two dol-
lars and painted it. 
If my walls could talk: 
They would politely 
request that my roommate 
stop hitting them with her 
head and other extremities 
while she sleeps. 
Cello virtuoso 
to give concert 
BY JOHN TABIN 
5_!<!ff l-_V_n_·r_e r __ _ 
"I only hire the great ones," said 
Concert Manager Debra V,alet, 
referring to cello virtuoso Janos 
Starker, who will perform this 
Tuesday at 8: 15 p.m. in Ford Hall. 
Starker jom~ such luminaries as 
double-bassist Edgar Meyer and so-
prano Elly Ameling m a long line 
of great performers who have 
graced the stages of the James J. 
Whalen Center for Music. 
Starker is the most recorded ccl-
h~t alive, with a catalog of over 165 
pieces. He has built his career as a 
~olo1st while simultaneously 
teach mg at the School of Music of 
Indiana University, Bloommgton. 
A~soc,ate Prnfe~sor Elizabeth 
51111km, cello, who studied under 
Starker at Indiana, will be g1vmg a 
pre-concert lecture in the Robert A. 
Iger Lecture Hall. She said Starker 
is a unique and fascinating person. 
"He has an incredible presence, 
the likes of which we don't en-
counter that often," Simkin said. 
Some of her students will be 
participating in a master class 
with Starker on Monday night. She 
said she is very exited that students 
will have a chance to be in Stark-
er's presence. 
With his accompanist, fellow In-
diana faculty member Shigeo Ner-
iki, Starker will be playing sonatas 
for piano and cello by Strauss, 
Beethoven and Brahms. They 
will begin with Strauss' Sonata in 
F major, opus 6. After intermission 
Starker and Neriki will play 
Beethoven's Sonata in C Major, 
opus l 02, No. l, a later work which 
they played in L999 in New York 
at the 92nd Street Y, garnering a 
glowing review in The "New York 
Times." 
Roundmg out the program will 
be Brahms' Sonata No. I in E mi-
nor, opus 38, which the pair has 
played to raves m the past, includ-
ing at the 1995 Ottawa Chamber 
Music and at the Pilgrim Congre-
gational Church in Cleveland, 
though Cleveland reviewer Wilma 
Salisbury noted that Starker 
seemed to outshine his accompanist. 
Born in Hungary. Starker began 
his cello studies as a small child. He 
began learning at age 6 and reput-
edly taught his first pupil at age 
eight. He was performing publicly 
by age! I. 
Starker studied at Budapest's 
Franz Liszt Academy of Music and 
held positions as first cellist with 
the Budapest Opera and the Bu-
dapest Philharmonic Orchestra. 
In 1948, he emigrated to the 
United States. Within 10 years he 
was principal cellist of the Dallas 
Symphony, then the Metropolitan 
Opera Orchestra, and finally the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
before joining the faculty of Indi-
ana University in 1958. There he 
holds the title of Distinguished 
Professor. 
Tickets are $9 for students as 
well as senior citizens and children. 
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COURTESY OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
CELLIST JANOS STARKER, world-renowned for his prowess on the 
mellow stringed Instrument, will perform at 8:15 p.m. on Tuesday in 
Ford Hall. Starker Is the most-recorded cellist alive today. 
They are $15 for alumni, faculty, 
staff and administrators. For the 
general public, tickets are $18. Stu-
dents in the School of Music are al-
lowed one free ticket each, while 
tickets last. Junior music education 
major Sara Del Villano was the first 
to pick-up her free ticket. 
"It should be a great concert," 
she said. 
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"Making Your Hall a Home" 
l Open to all! 
8p.m. 
Wednesdays 
North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center 
Questions? 
Call RHAat 
274-117.0 
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Gravitate to great Taste 
Great Subs • Great Bagels • Great Service 
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STD and HIV Testing 
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Hammond Heath Center 
24-hour emergency health care. 
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274-3177 
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday to Friday 
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where our 
mout • IS. 
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The following Is valid Fnday 
through Thursday. Times 
are subject to change. 
Cinemapolis 
The Commons 
277-6115 ' 
Tao of Steve - 7: 30 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m Saturday and 
Sundays- 2:30 p.m. and 
4-35 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 
9.35 p.m. 
Cecil B. Demented - 7.30 
p m. and 9:35 pm Saturday 
and Sundays- 2:30 p m. 
and 4:35 pm., 7: 30 p m 
and 9-35 pm. 
Fall Creek 
1201 N. Tioga St. 
272-1256 
Chuck and Buck- 7:30 
p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Saturday and Sundays-
2:30 p.m., 4:35 p.m. 7:30 
p.m. and 9:35 pm. 
Saving Grace - 7:30 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. Saturday and 
Sundays- 2:30 p.m. and 
4:35 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 
9:35p.m. 
Chicken Run - 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday and Sundays-
2:30 p.m. and 4:35 p.m. and 
7:30p.m. 
Love and Sex - 9:35 p.m. 
Ithaca Cinema 10 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
Almost Famous- 7 p.m. 
Saturday only. 
Bait-1 :05 p.m., 3:40 
p.m., 6:35 p.m., 9:05 p.m. 
and 11 :25 p.m. 
Bring It On - 1 :35 p.m., 
3:50 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 9:25 
p.m. and 11 :45 p.m. 
TheCell-1:15 p.m., 3:40 
p.m., 7:10 p.m., 9:40 p.m. 
and 11 :55 p.m. 
Nurse Betty- 1 :25 p.m., 
3:55 p.m., 6:40 p.m., 9:20 
p.m. and 11 :30 p.m. 
Scary Movle-1 :30 p.m., 
3:35p.m., 6:55 p.m., 9 p.m. 
and 11 p.m. 
Space Cowboys- 1 p.m., 
3:45 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 9:10 
p.m. and 11 :35 p.m. 
Urban Legends - 1 :05 
p.m., 3:20 p.m., 7 p.m., 9:30 
p.m. and 11 :30 p.m. 
TheWatcher-1:10 p.m., 
3:30 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 9 p.m. 
and 11 :05 p.m. 
What Lies Beneath - 1 
p.m., 3:45 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 
9:10 p.m. and 11:35 p.m. 
Woman on Top - 1 :20 
p.m., 3:25 p.m., 7:05 p.m., 
9:15 p.m. and 11:10 p.m. 
Ithaca Cinema 4 
Triphammer Mall 
266-0717 
Autumn in New York _ 
1 :30 p.m., 4 p.m., 6:50 p.m. 
and 9:20 p.m. 
Highlander-1 :45 p.m., 
3:40 p.m., 7 p.m. and 9:30 
p.m. 
The Original Kings of 
Comedy- 1 p.m., 3:30 
p.m., 6:40 p.m. and 9:10 
p.m. 
Way of the Gun - 1 : 15 
p.m., 3:50 p.m., 6:30 p.m. 
and9 p.m. 
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COURTESY OF WWW.TAOOFSTEVEMOVIE.COM 
IN THE "TAO OF STEVE," writers Ducan North and Greer Goodman incorporate the sacred Buddhist text of the "Tao Te Ching" to help the 
main character obtain dates with multiple women. The book's suggestions fall Steve when he meets a woman that can resists his charms. 
Films off er dating 'how tos' 
BY JOSH JACOBS 
Staff Writer 
In the dating scene, human na-
ture requires couples to actually 
have feel-
ings for 
one an-
other, 
'< '< 
"Love and Sex'" 
rather than just mate and procreate. 
There are no set guidelines when it 
comes to relationships per se, but 
in the "Tao of Steve" and "Love and 
Sex," Writer-director explores the 
numerous discrepancies about the 
unofficial rules. 
In "Love and Sex," we meet 
Kate (the sultry Famke Janssen), a 
writer for Monique Magazine. 
COURTESY OFLOVE ANDSEX.COM 
IN "LOVE AND SEX," Adam tries to 
seduce Kate with sexual gestures. 
Her most recent story, "How oral 
sex can cure depression," results in 
her termination, unless she can 
come up with a story on happy re-
lationships. This causes her to re-
evaluate her romantic endeavors, 
via flashbacks, in order to write a 
story that can provide her with some 
answers and some therapy. 
"Love and Sex" is an oft-told 
story about the trials and tribula-
tions of bad relationships. At 
times, there are some amusing 
anecdotes, mostly credited to 
long-term beau and expressionist 
painter Adam (a scene-stealing 
Jon Favreau) and his boyish humor. 
Their on and off romance chews up 
a large portion of the plot, which is 
fine, but then Breiman's other 
subplots get crammed together to 
fonn a basic three-act structure. Her 
diligence to give us a "how to" film 
soon grows tiring. 
In stark contrast is another 
"how to" film by Jenniphr Good-
man, "The Tao of Steve," a rich, 
laid-back version of what "Love 
and Sex" tries to achieve. Dex 
(Donal Logue), a school teacher 
who, despite his beer gut and di-
sheveled appearance, still gets his 
share of women. How does he do 
it? Using the ancient text of the 
'1'ao Te Ching" as a modem guide 
to dating, Dex puts his lust and de-
sires aside. Hence, we have the 
'1'ao" or "way" of Steve (Steve be-
ing the quintessential man, i.e. 
Steve 
M c 
Queen)." 
T h i s 
'< '< \1/2 
'"Tao of Steve" 
"way" soon becomes contradicto-
ry when Dex meets Syd (Greer 
Goodman), who forces Dex to re-
evaluate his philosophy on love.just 
as Kate must do. 
Where "Love and Sex" lays on 
the comedy and the melodrama 
thickly and blatantly, '1'he Tao of 
Steve" succeeds in a less obtuse 
manner. The key to both films is its 
main character. Janssen is mostly 
flat and unengaging - heavily 
overshadowed by Favreau, who 
once again establishes himself as a 
respectful performer. Only at cer-
tain moments does Janssen truly ig-
nite onscreen, which is why these 
short bursts have resigned her to 
mostly supporting roles. 
In "Steve" however, Logue is a 
bona fide delight. His ability to 
spew out Dex's lengthy rhetoric and 
make it his own establishes him as 
a Steve all on his own. Instead of 
overshadowing his costars, he al-
lows them to play off his charisma. 
Both films have their high arxl low 
points, arxl for small independent fea-
tures on low budgets, they try their 
best.just as any relationship does. The 
idea with these two is to learn a les-
son from the faults of these charac-
ters. Sadly, "Love and Sex" proba-
bly looked better on paper, while 
"The Tao of Steve" proves to be an 
original romantic comedy with 
some intelligence and meaning be-
hind it 
The Tao of Steve is written by Dun-
can North and Greer Goodman, di-
rected by Jenniphr Goodman, 
produced by Anthony Bregman. 
Fealuring Donal Logue and 
Greer Goodman. A Sony Picture 
Classics release opened al Cin-
emapolis on Sep. 15. Rated R for 
language and some drug use. 
Love and Sex is written and di-
rected by Valerie Breiman, pro-
duced by Martin J. Barab and Tim-
othy Scott Bogart. Featuring 
Famke Janssen, Jon Favreau, 
Cheri Oteri and Josh Hopkins. A Li-
ons Gate Films, Inc. · release 
opened in area cinemas Sep. 15. 
Rated R for language and sexual 
situations. 
'Watcher' provides nothing to watch 
BYKIMAYER 
Staff Writer 
Getting an audience to enjoy 96 
minutes of watching a "watcher" 
watch women is a difficult task. One 
w o u Id 
think di-
rector Joe 
Charban-
-- ·----- --·---·-1 
I '< "The Watcher'' ! _ - . -· . -
ic would put extra effort into ac-
complishing this feat. Alas, this is 
not the case. 
'1'he Watcher" resorts to cheap 
thrills to make up for its lack of plot 
It follows a stalker (Keanu 
Reeves) who hunts down and kills 
women after mailing their pictures 
to a burnt-out detective with a bad 
case of heartburn (James Spader). 
Every potentially suspenseful 
moment is ruined either by bad tim-
ing or Reeves' horrible attempt at 
acting. 
His insistence on dancing with 
his victims, which undoubtedly 
was meant to have the chilling cf-. 
feet of Casanova from "Kiss The 
Girls," is downright laughable. 
The only other scary aspect of 
this movie is James Spader's per-
fonnance. 
Even in the most action-packed 
scenes, his expressions barely 
slide from glazed-over to bored, 
which explains why he's been 
practically MIA since his ground-
breaking performance in "Pretty in 
Pink." 
Someone who should have fol-
lowed Spader's lead and gone un-
derground is Marisa Tomei. Her 
portrayal as Spader's ineffectual 
psychiatrist makes it hard to believe 
she has an Oscar. Watching paint 
dry is more thrilling than the insipid 
performances given by these 
three. 
The Watcher is directed by Joe 
Charbanic and pro@ced by 
Christopher Eberts, Patrick Choi, 
Elliot Lewitt, Jeff Rice and Nile Ni-
ami. It was written by Clay Ayers 
COURTESY OF WWW.THEWATCHERMOVIE.COM 
IN "THE WATCHER" Keanu Reeves stars as a voyeur who kllls women 
after marrying them. James Spader Is the detecUve who captures him. 
and David Elliot. Based on a st<>- son, Chris Ellis and Keanu Reeves. 
ry by Darcy Meyers and David El- A Universal Pictures and lnterlight 
liot. Produced by Christopher release opened nationwide 011 
Eberts. The film features James Sept. 8. Rated R for graphic vio-
Spader, Marisa Tomei, Ernie Hud- lence and explicit language. 
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'Monty meets Shakespeare' 
Theatre Preview 
BY AMY BISARO 
Contributing writer 
Sword fights, pillow fights and 
Renaissance-style ballroom dancing will unite 
in the Clark Theatre to create a spectacle of 
humor and fantasy. 
"It's Monty Python meets Shakespeare," 
director Norm Johnson said about the whimsi-
cal farce "Goodnight Desdemona" by Ann-
Marie MacDonald. 
In "Goodnight Desdemona," Constance 
Ledbelly, played by junior Ronica Reddick, is 
an eccentric scholar writing her doctoral the-
sis. She is one major link away from proving 
an obscure theory that two of Shakespeare's 
most famous tragedian works "Romeo and 
Juliet" and "Othello" were actually hastily 
modified comedies. In utter frustration, 
Ledbelly throws away her transcripts. 
Upon doing so, she is sucked into her 
garbage can, transporting her back in time to 
the worlds of "Othello" and "Romeo and 
Juliet." Her immersion into these two famous 
tales wreaks havoc on the story lines, trans-
forming the famous tragedies of Shakespeare 
into shambles. All the while, Ledbelly is 
searching not only for proof of her seemingly 
senseless theory, but also for her true identity 
and realism that has been lost. 
The amount of sword fighting and physical 
activity in this play demands stamina from the 
performers, Johnson said. 
"This show requires tremendous energy," 
he said. 
Also, to convey the essential "Canadian 
humor," the actors must be able to keep 
focused while remaining undoubtedly· light-
hearted and funny. 
"The way "Goodnight Desdemona" is 
being directed forces everyone to be a part of 
the whole show," said senior Brian Silliman, 
COURTESY OF SONY DISCOS ' 
RICARDO ARJONA EXPERIMENTS 
with the multiple muslcal genres of 
the Caribbean In his latest album. 
Arjona's Caribbean 
trip ·goes ~ff-course 
BY GUSTAVO RIVAS 
Assistant Accent Editor 
Ever since merengue singer Olga 
Tanon released "Nuevos Senderos" and 
took over the pop scene in Mexico and 
Central America, every Latin singer has 
been trying experiments with genres other 
than their original style. 
On Sept. 12 
Guatemalan 
singer Ricardo 
Arjona released 
,---,-,-,-,-,-<---
' "Galeria Caribe" · I _Ricardo Arjona I 
·- - - ! 
his album titled "Galerfa Caribe." Arjona 
follows the example of such artists as Juan 
Lufs Guerra and takes the raw musical 
creations of the Caribbean and incorpo-
rates the sophisticated ideas of a well-edu-
cated person. 
The first few songs feature the sounds 
of salsa, son cubano and bachata, but the 
way the sounds have been altered to meet 
Arjona 's voice make the rich musical cre-
ations sound more like something you 
would find at a cafe in Ithaca than the 
music you would hear in Santo Domingo. 
The ninth song redeems the album. 
From there, Arjona returns to folk music 
and his lyrics fall into place easily. The 
acoustic "Cuando" and "Porque 
Hablamos" are some of the highlights. 
ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR RONICA REDDICK Is advised by Director Norm Johnson during the rehearsal of 
"Goodnight Desdemona" on Tuesday. The play will be shown Sept. 28 through Sept. 30. 
who plays Professor Claude Night. "It's 
ensemble theater at its best." 
The small cast waits together after 
rehearsal, each actor receiving his or her notes 
from the director on what to improve at the 
next rehearsal. The notes are minute details 
ranging from, "Romeo, can you come in one 
beat sooner?" and "Women, you must be 
superarticulated," to "Try stomping your foot 
when you make the 'clump' [noise]"- all of 
which are essential to achieving the perfect 
flow of the performance. 
"This is a great show for people who want 
to have a good time," Johnson said. "It's not 
meant to be taken seriously." 
"Goodnight Desdemona" will be pre-
viewed in the Clark Theatre on Sept. 27 at 8 
p.m. The play will be shown Sept. 28 - Sept. 
30. The performances will resume the follow-
ing week, Oct. 3 - Oct. 7. All performances 
begin at 8 p.m., except for the 2 p.m. matinee 
on Oct. 7. Tickets will be available through the 
Ithaca College Theatre Box office beginning 
Sept. 25. 
Rancid returns to punk 
BY GREG STORMS 
Staff Writer 
Somewhere in the office of Hellcat 
Records, Rancid built a time machine. They 
probably first hopped in it to do research for 
their 1998 album ''Life Won't Wait," which they 
sprinkled with old-school reggae/ska flavor. 
Sometime in the last two years, though, Ran-
cid used the time machine to become 
teenagers again. 
The result is "Rancid" (not to be confused 
with their 1993 debut, "Rancid''), a 22-song, 38-
minute straight-up, punk boot to the gut. Gone 
are the longer songs, 
the different beats, the 
sparer arrangements 
employing non-gui-
'< '< '< '< 
··Rancid"" 
. Rancid 
-- - --- _, 
tar/bass/drum instruments. Gone are attempts 
by singer-guitarists Tim Armstrong and Lars 
Frederikson to use any but the barest idea of 
"singing." 
What replaces these things is an intense en-
.. ergy evident from the beginning, a 35-second 
screamer with a breakneck punk beat. This is 
-w. the quicksand of punk. Simple hollering over 
loud guitars, on record at least, can become re-
lentlessly boring to anyone who is not a hard-
ened punk fan. Rancid has always been able to 
overstep this trap with the singing and song-
writing skill to produce vocals that have not only 
punk throttle, but often interesting melody. 
Melody is only half the battle, though, and 
fortunately Rancid has a suitable grasp on its 
lyrical supplement. While not as political as 
some other punk band albums, "Rancid" in-
cludes bracing political attacks in songs like 
"Rwanda" and "Black Hawk Down." "Anten-
nas," a brief burst of a song, boasts the con-
demnation, "you gotta plan in a presentation, 
to advertisers who demand it/when you plan that 
your antennas are pointed in the right direction." 
As on the first "Rancid," the instrumenta-
tion of this album is minimal, but this time 
around, Matt Freeman's bass and Brett Reed's 
drums propel the tracks even faster, and the 
songs are even more hardcore. 
This sound does allow for the surfacing of 
a few standout songs, though. "Let Me Go," the 
newest single, mixes straight 4/4 verse riffs and 
a surging off-beat, ska-ish chorus to which Arm-
strong sings, ''Correction: I need no direc-
tion/Let me go just one last time." 
"Radio Havana," one of the longer 
songs.features a classic Rancid group--of-
guys, yelling-in-unison chorus and a quasi-surf 
· beat. With a radio-broadcast breakdown, it's an 
unusual but intriguing song. 
These standouts are just that, though -
standouts on an album whose dominating 
strength is seamless punk with few 
deviations. 
As a punk band that avoided going to a ma-
jor label in the '90s punk craze (described in 
1995's "And Out Came the Wolves") that 
snatched up their Gilman St. cohorts Green Day 
and the Offspring, Rancid eventually gained 
room to breathe with its Hellcat Records label. 
"Rancid" is a return to the roots of punk, 
namely a place in music where angry kids want 
to holler over fast guitars to make their ideas 
heard. With this album, Rancid is convincing 
- it's a glorious place. 
To anyone who has been off the Rancid path 
for a while, the clerk at Rebop put ?t best: 
"This'll put you back on it." 
COURTESY OF HELLCAT RECORDS 
RANCID RELEASED ITS second self-titled 
album, departing from the band's ska and 
reggae-Influenced last album. The new 
'Rancid' Is In stores now. 
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Backstage -. 
. . outes 
JEFF 
MILLER 
Senior Writer 
Quest for ca:rr 
lasts all night 
11 :30 p.m., Sept. 15 Ph1~h had 
JU~t finished a ~how at Hershey 
Park Stadium, m Her!>hey, Pa. -
roughly four hours from Ithaca. 
The band played a ton of songs that 
I heard earlier this month in 
Albany, and I just couldn't get into 
anything except a raging "Lizards" 
that saved the show from medioc-
nty. 
I went to the show with a few 
friends: Dave, Amanda, Kevin and 
Rick. We met our fnend Liam, who 
we were driving back to Ithaca, by 
the green porta-pottie~. 
I started walking Liam to the 
car he left his stuff in. How far 
away could it be? 
l2:30a.m.,Sept. l6: We finally 
found Dave's Volvo and Kevin's 
Chevy Celebrity. 
"Sorry," I said. "We had a long 
walk." 
"My serpentine belt is busted," 
Kevin said. 
I thought, "What the hell is a 
serpentine belt?" 
I said, "Have you called a tow 
truck?" 
Kevin nodded. 
I thought, "It's gonna be a long 
night." 
l: 15 a.m.: Liam was drinking 
Jagermeister to keep warm in the 
chilly night, while Amanda and 
Kevin played "King of the Hill" 
on the monstrous concrete mound 
that had become our beacon in the 
now-almost-empty parking lot 
when the cops pulled up. 
They rolled down the window 
on their SUV. 
"All right, party's over. Time to 
leave." 
Party? 
2 a.m.: AAA still hadn't shown 
up. Amanda and Dave were sent 
on a recon mission: Get us food 
from the nearest Wal-Mart, and, 
while you 're at it, ask if they have 
any spare serpentine belts, what-
ever they are. 
Rick and Liam discovered the 
athletic equipment m the back of 
Kevin's car. 
"Fore!" 
A white, dimpled Titleist flew 
' through the air, followed by a loud -\_ 
smacking sound. A police horse 
patrolling the lot neighed. A light 
went out. Rick swore. We piled 
into Kevin's car, hopmg that no 
one saw the glimmer of the two-
iron in Rick's hands. 
2:30 a.m.: Dave, Amanda and I 
piled into Dave's car, leaving the 
others to fend for themselves. I 
found out later that they spent the 
mght on the linoleum floor at a 
Goodyear tire store. 
4 a.m.: 'TII be your chauffeur 
on a midnight drive/it takes a mir-
. .l' 
acle just to survive." Man, Beck 
knows how to write music for ~( 
moments like this. 
Our headlights reflected off the 
opaque fog that was bouncing off 
the concrete of the endless high- ~ 
way that stretched in front of us, 
bringmg us back to Ithaca. 
Salvation was near. 
5:30 a m : Amanda and I !>at at 
Manos, eating. eggs. Salvat10n was 
here. The sun rose, and I fell 
asleep. 
Jeff Miller is a senior 
Television-Radio major. 
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helter person by advocating tolerance and 
non-restitution. Gandhi was correct when 
he said "An eye for an eye only makes the 
whole world blind." Two wrongs don't 
make a right. Stop adding ignorance to 
h1as; eliminate the bias reports. 
AARON EVENS '04 
Harassment is wrong 
Perhaps The Ithacan shouldn't publish 
the safety log incidents any more either. 
Imagine how carefree we could be if we did-
n't know about incidents of stolen proper-
ty, criminal mischief, harassment, etc. on 
campus. After all, what's a little criminal 
mischief among friends? And stolen prop-
erty? What's a pilfered CD or a watch com-
pared to say, a car? 
Reporting these incidents over-inflates 
their importance, don't you think? 
I suppose we should all be more con-
cerned about public revelation, theft and 
abuse of people's social security numbers 
than of our identities as gays, lesbians, Jews, 
etc. According to the editors in the follow-
ing piece, "Any unscrupulous person 
could use someone's social security num-
hcr to steal welfare and Social Security ben-
efits, obtain credit cards, steal a paycheck 
or health benefits or even, in some states, 
vote in the person's place." The editors ap-
plaud a new law meant to stop such abus-
es. Unscrupulous, ignorant persons likewise 
obtain information (true or false) about oth-
ers and use it to attempt to shame or in-
timidate them publicly, steal their dignity, 
besmirch their character, and render them 
silent. This, however, the editors find tol-
erable and call "free expression and ex-
change of ideas." This is the true "double-
speak" of which Orwell wrote. 
Perhaps if we all close our eyes we won't 
notice the ugliness in our midst. And we can 
rename our campus rag "The Mythacan." 
INSTRUCTOR TERRY MICHEL 
Center for Teacher Education 
Words have power.' 
This is a letter protesting the lack of per-
spective in last week's editorial about the 
Bias-related Incidents Committee. 
First, the concept of the self-fulfilling 
prophecy was used inaccurately. Secondly, 
words have meaning and history. 
Columbine, Matthew Shepard, and 
James Byrd did not happen in a vacuum. 
Words are not merely words. Words have 
=:::::(-· .............. 
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power. Words create and maintain a cli-
mate hostile to those of us who arc not 
straight, white men. Thirdly, the Bias-re-
lated Incidents Committee docs not patrol 
thought. The committee's announcements 
arc based on reports from those among us 
who are offended by rhetoric that devalue 
our identities. The reports do not " overin-
flatc" their impact. They're only the tip of 
the iceberg. Why do we have to wait until 
blatant acts of hatred occur before we act? 
I am disappointed that 111e Ithacan has cho-
sen to stop publication of the bias-incidents 
reports. The paper claims that it "remains com-
mitted to the battle against intolerance in any 
fonn." What have you contributed to the "bat-
tle against intolerance"? Moreover, mere tol-
eration implies grudging acceptance of dif-
ferences. If the paper genuinely would like an 
exchange of ideas, explain why the use of 
derogatory fonns of hailing should be allowed. 
Suggest ways the college can work towards 
promoting a positive and accepting attitude for 
living in a diverse and multicultural world. 
I strongly favor open dialogue and ideo-
logical exchange; however, we should be 
careful about statements that mislead and mis-
inform. Freedom and responsibility go 
hand-in-hand. 
JEROME NG '01 
Lack of understanding 
Faggot, nigger, kike, dyke, slut. Unless 
you've been the victim of hate speech, these 
words may seem insignificant and trivial in 
comparison to acts of physical violence. 
These words have a long history filled with 
violence and discrimination! I am appalled 
that the blatant ignorance and lack of un-
derstanding for LGBTA issues that was dis-
played in this week's The Itlzacan. 
The cartoon was especially offensive. It 
downplayed the seriousness of bias-related in-
cidents. If you did your res_earch, you would 
have found out that almost all bias-related in-
cidents were almost all graffiti, so the mere 
thought of a "thought police" is ludicrous. It 
seems to me that this editorial has numerous 
loopholes, and the person who wrote it didn't 
do the research or have any personal experi-
ence with bias-related incidents or its com-
mittee. 
Having bias-related incidents acknowl-
edged on campus is crucial. It sends the mes-
sage that the institution thinks that these is-
sues are serious. I came to Ithaca with the 
thought that the College promoted diversity, 
unity, and tolerance. This article displayed a 
lack of interest in the safety of students, 
showed insensitivity toward minority groups 
on campus and gave offenders even more in-
centive to use hate speech freely. If you were 
the person being attacked, I think your opin-
ions would change. 
JENNIFER ADDONIZIO '03 
Co-President of BIGAYLA 
Wet walls of Hilliard 
It was 3 p.m. last Wednesday afternoon. 
I had just consumed my daily muffin and 
quart of milk, and as I headed back to my 
room, a strange thing happened. 
If anyone has been in the quad buildings, 
he or she knows what the wall grates look 
like. However, I don't think they know what 
one of the wall grates looks like when it's 
overflowing with a foul smelling liquid. 
That's right. Hilliard Hall's walls pee. 
It started off as a slow trickle, but soon 
erupted into a tidal wave with what 
smelled and looked exactly like urine 
( one of the custodial workers later told 
me it was radiator fluid. I don't 
understand how a radiator would dump 
out IO gallons of water and stink so bad.) 
My roommate and I frantically tried to 
shield our walls from the impending . 
waste, and we did our best. 
However, that doesn't mean that urine 
didn't soak our rugs. Luckily, the campus 
staff was there to vacuum most, hopefully 
all, of the wet stuff away. I would love for 
Peggy Williams or whoever is in charge of 
campus grievances to replace the towels 
my roommate and I sacrificed to protect the 
dryness and olfactory pleasantness of our 
room. I would also like to know exactly 
how a dorm wall can possibly relieve its 
waste all over our donn hall. 
DAVID GITLIN '03 
Bias should be reported 
This letter is in response to the editorial 
in the Sept. 14 issue of The Ithacan titled, 
"Bias Committee must go." As concerned 
members of the student body, we question 
your use of the tenn "free speech." 
No one has the right to say or write any-
thing that infringes upon another person's 
health, safety or well-being. The committee 
was formed so that students on this campus 
would be aware that such infringements oc-
cur on a daily basis. 
These incidents must be publicized. By 
eliminating the bias reports, The Ithacan, you 
are perpetuating the ignorance that is the very 
cause of these incidents in the first place. 
Bias-related incidents may, as you say, 
only involve a few individuals when they oc-
cur. But they have the dangerous potential to 
impact many people. Reporting them is es-
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 2000 
scntial to campus awareness, and awareness 
is the first step toward change. 
What do you consider a "real act of ha-
tred"? Does someone have to be raped or 
killed before hatred becomes "real"? It is not 
up to a small group of Ithacan editors to de-
cide that certain - and quite real - incidents 
aren't worthy of reporting. 
We challenge The Ithacan to take a more 
democratic approach to decision-making. As 
a college newspaper, it is your responsibili-
ty to represent the student body accurately 
and completely. Such responsibility should 
not be taken lightly. . 
And as for the comic that appeared along-
side the column: It wasn't cute and it certainly 
wasn't funny. 
SUMMER KILLIAN '01 
Students for Women's Empowerment 
Coach: Pm dedicated 
I am disheartened that after years of 
coaching a IC (24 years with football, 27 
years with men's tennis and three years 
with women's tennis) that Rick Mattison 
(The Press Box) would accuse me of not 
attending many practices during my last 
year. Not only am I pretty sure that I didn't 
miss any practices during my time as the 
women's tennis coach, but I'm just as sure I 
never missed a practice in the 27 years I 
coached at IC. That includes the day my 
son was born at 4:08 a.m. (and I was up all 
night in delivery with my wife), during pre-
season football two-a-days and the six 
weeks I had a cast on my leg. So Mr. 
Mattison, I ask you, "What are you talking 
about? And, where did you get your 
information?" 
As for Mattison's predicting the end of 
my "run" as foreseeable, I'm stymied as to 
his source of information and to whom it 
was foreseeable. I was not asked to leave. 
My decision to leave coaching was totally 
my prompting. I had considered leaving the 
men's program and continuing with the 
women's. However, that would have 
compromised the philosophy for both the 
men and the women, which was the goal 
when I was asked to take over the women's 
program in 1995. They had just had seven 
coaches in IO years! 
By the way, the new head coach, Bill 
Austin, was my assistant the last year I 
coached. You should have checked your 
"information" with him before you decided 
to write such blatant fabrications of my 
coaching style. 
ASST. PROFESSOR TIM FAULKNER 
Chairman of the general 
instruction phys ei:J program 
RUBESTM . . BY ,LEIGH RUBIN 
RUBES" By Leigh Rubin 
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"You don't understand, Doc. I don't 
have an uncontrollable fear of all 
clowns •.. only one of 'em!" 
Ruees· By Leigh Rubin 
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"You know the rules, Junior. Never stick 
any body part out of the car ... or do I 
need to remind you again about what 
happened to your big brother?!" 
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By Leigh Rubin 
"I'm worried about Junior. ff only he'd 
take up • Ina dangeroua contact 
aport ... llke footballr' 
\ 
To place a classified 
Please contact 
JenYomoah, 
classified manager, 
at 274-1618. 
Employment For Rent For Rent. 
SPRING BREAK 
Largest selection of Spring Break 
Destinations, including cruises! 
6 BEDROOM HOUSE -
IDEAL FOR WOMEN 
SOUTH AURORA-
10 MONTH LEASE 
AVAILABLE NOW! 3 BEDROOM 
LAKE HOUSE FURNISHED/ 
UNFURNISHED. FREE PARK-
ING & LAUNDRY, PATIONARD 
& LAKE FRONTAGE. CSP 
Management 277-6991. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
Rep Positions and Free Trips 
Available. 
Epicurean Tours 
1-800-231-4-FUN 
www.EpicuRRean.com. 
For· Rent 
SPACIOUS 3 BEDROOM APT 
on the Commons. Heat included, 
furnished. Available now. Call 
272-7441. 
Large.fully furnished, very nice, 
with spacious rooms, 2 full 
baths. Nice kitchen and dining 
room. Washer and dryer, off-
street parking. $310 per person 
per month lncludes heat and 
all utilities. Beginning Aug. 1, 
2001. Call 272-7082 or 
e-mail:gm27@comell.edu. 
AUG. 2001-2002 6 BEDROOM 
FURNISHED HOUSE ON 
PROSPECT STREET: 6 Private 
parkings - free laundry - 2 baths 
2 kitchens.Microwave. 
272-0365. 
For rent, homecoming & family 
weekend. Private home sleeping 
within 5 minutes of campus. Call 
277-3929 or e-mail 
<acedarh1@iwcny.rr.com. 
Place a classified ad. 
Call 274-1618. 
Find out 
what this 
man thinks 
is pressing. 
Read 
the 
Press Box, 
by 
Sports 
Columnist 
Rick 
Mattison 
on page 24 
of 
this week's 
The Ithacan. 
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT 
with parking, 1 mile to IC, utilities 
inc. Lease from now through 
5/31/2001. 277-3937. 
Advertising Deadlines: 
Display Advertising - Space must be reserved by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday preceding publication. This is also 
the deadline for cancellations. 
Artwork and copy must be received by 5 p.m. on the 
Friday preceding publication. 
Inserts - Insertion orders for 
advertisements are due by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday preceding 
publication and must be deliv-
ered to the printer, the Ithaca 
Journal, by 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publication. 
Classifieds - Classified and 
personal advertisements must be 
received by 5 p.m on the 
Mo,nday preceding publication. 
For advertising rates and additional information, 
contact Sales Manager Jennifer Crowe at 274-1618. 
Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet) 
by Ann-Marie MacDonald 
September 28-30 and October 3-7 
Preview September 27 
A Little Night Music 
Music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim 
Book by Hugh Wheeley 
October 26-28 and October 31-November 2 
Preview October 25 Lily Dale 
by Horton Foote 
November 30-Decembcr 2 and December 5-9 
Preview November 29 
L'lncoronazione di Poppea (The Coronation of Poppea) 
Music by Claudio Monteverdi 
Libretto by Giovanni Francesco Buscnello after Tacitu~ and Suetorum, 
February 22-24 
Previews February 20-21 
Side Show 
Book and lyrics by Bill RUbscll 
Music by Henry Krieger 
March 29-31 and April 3-7 
Preview March 28 Trojan Women 
by Euripides 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (607) 274-3915. 
April 26-28 
Preview~ April 24-25 
For Sale 
NISSAN MAXIMA '90 V6 138K, 
Black, sunroof, power windows, 
clean interior, reliable car $3000. 
PH: 256-0352. 
Thursday 
September 21, 2000 
Page 21 
Travel , 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! 
Cancun, Bahamas, Flonda, & 
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast 
Vacations for a free brochure and 
------------ ask how you can organize a small 
Mini-fridge for sale - for more 
information e-mail 
Karin607@hotmail.com with 
"fridge" in the subject line. Price 
is negotiable. 
Keg-r-ator kit. Build a keg fridge 
from these parts: tap, keg con-
nection, CO2 Tank, regulator. 
$150.00 call Dave: 256-2275. 
Classified space 
available. 
Call Classified Manager 
Jen Yomoah 
at 274-1618. 
group & Eat, Drink, Travel Free 
& Earn Cash! Call 
1-888-777-4642 or e-mail 
sales@suncoastvacations.com. 
Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, 
Reliable Air, Free Food, Dnnks 
and Parties! Cancun, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan & Florida. 
Travel Free and Earn Cash! Do 
it on the Web! Go to 
StudentClty.com or call 
800-293-1443 for info. 
SPRING BREAK 2001 
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, 
Barbados, Bahamas. Now Hiring 
Campus Reps. Earn 2 Free 
Trips. Free Meals ... Book by 
Nov. 2. Call for FREE info. 
Visit on-line 
sunsplashtours.com. 
1-a00-42s-n10. 
College Circle Apartments 
ONLY A FEW ROOMS LEFT FOR 2000-2001 ! 
Rent a room to share in an 
undergraduate apartment. 
CHOOSE FROM TWO, THREE, FOUR AND FIVE 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS for 2001-2002. 
Furnished, free parking, on-site laundry. 
24-hour emergency maintenance. 
NEXT TO THE ITHACA COLLEGE CAMPUS 
· 607-277-1221 
e-mail: collcgecirclc@clarityconnect.com 
__ { 
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Sponsored by Student Activities Board 
Thursday, Sept. 28 
8 pama in The Pub 
First, second and third place 
prizes awarded. 
5paces are still available! 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 2000 
Sign up in the Student Activities Center by 
Monday, Sept. 25 at 5 p.m. 
Depressed? 
Signs of depression include: 
0 Inability to feel pleasure or interest in daily living. 
0 Unexplained crying or sadness. 
0 Unexplained irritability or chronic "crankiness." 
0 Insomnia or hypersomnia (wanting to sleep more than usually necessary) nearly every day. 
0 Significant change in appetite, eating patterns, or weight. 
°ၡ Fatigue or energy loss. 
0 Diminished ability to concentrate. 
°ၡ Feelings of worthlessness or hopelessness. 
0 Negative thoughts about self, the world and the future. 
0 Suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviors. 
Students who come to the counseling cente.r describe symptoms of depression wore than any other type of 
problem. As a result of depression, students may find themselves missing class frequently, isolating them-
selves from their friends, drinking or using drugs excessively as a way to escape from their depressed feel-
ings, and struggling to find the energy to follow through on assignments or tend to daily routines. 
Talk to us .. 0 
effective treatments for depression are available. 
To talk to a counselor about your symptoms and to begin to put together a plan for 
overcoming your depression, call us. 
Hour~: Monday to Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Location: Ground Floor, Hammond Health Center 
Phone: 274-3136 
For more information about depression and other mental health issues, visit the 
Counseling Center's self-help page at http:/ /www.ithaca.edu/counseling/selfbelp.htm. 
Didygw ... 
The last tim tball team 
had back- ck shutouts 
was 1988 ~n it defeated 
Buffalo State, s:H)/and Hobart, 58-0 . 
• ire-
Sophomore goalie saves 
lives and soccer balls 
BY MATT SCHAUF 
Assistant Sports Editor 
There are two sides to sopho-more Glenn Palmieri: the bunker and the keeper. 
The bunker resides in Station 5 
of the Ithaca Fire Department, on 
Danby Road next to the baseball 
field. He is part of the Bunking Pro-
gram, one of about eight Ithaca Col-
lege students living and working at 
Ithaca fire stations in order to help 
pay their way through school. 
Palmieri first got the idea from his 
father, who also attended the college 
and participated in the Bunking Pro-
gram. While he said he was not re-
ally interested in following his dad 
at first, he eventually changed his 
mind. 
"I wasn't really too into it, but 
then I saw the station and how close 
it was," Palmieri said. 
As a bunker, he saves almost the 
entire cost of living on campus, He 
pays for food and his phone ffill, but 
is provided with everything else. He 
shares his room with fellow sopho-
more Russ Geltman, who only 
bunks there during his shifts, which 
run 14 hours -from 5 p.m. to 7 a.m. 
- twice a week. 
After three hours of training 
lhanrrs«ilay 
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er 
work, the bunker said he sleeps 
through most of his shift, but a call 
can come in at any time. That call, 
the bunker said, arouses a lot of ex-
citement. 
"Your heart Just races and your 
adrenaline is going," the bunker said. 
"You try and look around to figure 
out what's going on and where you 
arc. It's crazy." 
Gettman, who rarely works the 
same shifts as Palmieri, said his 
roommate reacts well when the call 
comes in, even ifhe is not working. 
"He's real cool about it," Gettman 
said of Palmieri's reaction to the 
alarm. "If there's room on the 
truck, he'll jump on." 
But, while he docs wake to the 
alarm everyone associates with 
firefighters, Station 5 lacks the 
stereotypical pole. The bunker ad-
mitted that having the pole can be fun 
- he worked for a time at Ithaca's 
Central Station, which has one - but 
he actually prefers not having it. 
"It's a pain because sometimes 
you forget to hold on and you just 
drop like a rock," he said. 
The sophomore said he enjoys 
working at the fire station and get-
ting to play with the equipment, but 
he is not the only one. 
"All my friends come over and 
they're like, 'Let me play on the 
truck,"' Palmieri said laughing, 
'Then they pick up the ax and swing 
it around a little bit.;, 
As is custom on sports teams, se-
nior backer Todd McCormick said 
the team likes to tease Palmieri.jok-
ing with him whenever they see a fire 
truck driving around. 
"He's good to pick on because 
he's really good about it," Mc-
Cormick said. "He takes it well." 
The teasing, though, is simply 
that, and McCormick said he respects 
the bunker. 
"It's definitely an interesting 
quality about Glenn," he said. "It's 
something that he's proud of and 
something that he should be proud 
of." 
team. Lucci is ~cc-
ond all-time at Itha-
ca in career shutouts, , .. 
fourth in saves and 
first in wms, and while \ 
Palmieri knew he would 
be filling a big vmd this sea-
son, he said his new role 1s 
not quite what he thought. 
"It's a lot different than 
what I expected origmally," 
Palmieri said. "There's a lot 
more pressure in practice 
and in game situations. 
Everyone's looking to me 
to come up with something 
and I just hope I can do it." 
The tall, slender, athletic-
looking keeper said he has been 
playing soccer since he was 4 or 5 
years old. He was a forward until 
he reached high school, when a 
lack of goalkeepers caused him 
to move positions. While the 
change took a little getting used to, 
Palmieri said he prefers his newer 
position. 
"You don't get the glory of _ 
scoring, but you make a good 
save and everyone talks about it 
for a while," he said. "I like that. I 
like having more pressure on me." 
The pressure on the keeper in soc-
cer would seem, to most people, like 
nothing when compared to the 
pressure the bunker faces in fighting 
fires. However, Palmieri, the culmi-
nation of the two sides, said he ac-
tually feels just the opposite. 
"In soccer, I have more pressure 
because I'm good tiiends with 
everyone on the team and I want to 
win," he said. "I want to go to the 
NCAAs and _I know everyone on the 
team has the same dream." 
A dream that big is no surprise to 
his teammates. Freshman goalie 
Matt Mackowiak, who works 
a1ongside Palmieri on a daily basis, 
called his teammate a "very com-
petit.Jve person." 
"He's very intense, especially on 
game days," Mackowiak said. 
"He's just always focused. He gets 
us to play at a higher level." 
who re- ,.6 
mains with ~-
the team as an 
assistant coach. 
He also said he 
learns things 
from the 
bunker that 
can be applied 
to his sport. He said the hours of 
training in swnmer heat wearing 70-
pl us pounds of equipment has 
taught him the value of hard work 
and following things through to 
completion-
The bunker and the keeper share 
, . 
LOGAN PRATHEMHE ITHACAN 
ABOVE: SOPHOMORE GOALIE Glenn Palmieri, the Bombers' 
starter, rolls the ball to a teammate during soccer practice Monday. 
RIGHT: Palmieri stretches to make a save in a practice drill. 
Still, through all that, the bunker 
is just one side of him. The keeper 
is facing a big challenge of his own 
filling in for the graduated Chris Luc-
ci '00 in goal for the men's soccer 
The keeper said he takes practice 
a lot more seriously this year, since 
he now fills the role of starter. He 
values the continued help of Lucci, 
a symbiotic relationship, each giv-
ing and taking from the other. It is , 
the meeting of these two sides that·~-
produces Glenn Palmieri. 
Ithaca manhandles Mansfield 
t? 
Amato has record day, guides football team 
to easy win over Mountaineers in home opener 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
A cool breeze blew in from Cayuga Lake 
and swirled atop Butterfield Stadium during 
the first half of Saturday's football game be-
tween Ithaca and 
Division II Mans-
field, making punt-
1-- -·- . . -- ----1 
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ing and passing the 
football near impossible. 
The wind died down, however, in the sec-
ond half after the Bombers' defense finished 
deflating the Mountaineers' hopes for victory, 
and cruised 31-0 for its second consecutive 
home-opening shutout. 
Although, the game-time temperature was 
60 degrees with partly cloudy skies, Ithaca's 
defense made it feel like a January snowstorm 
for Mansfield as freshman quarterback 
Travis Motley and freshman running back Ja-
son Roscoe were hit by a plethora of blue jer-
seys on every play. 
Motley was sacked four times in the game 
and threw three interceptioos. 
"We knew they were going to come out 
throwing the ball today," ~aid senior safety 
Ron Amato, who intercepted two passes in-
cluding one for a touchdown. "In their first 
game they passed the ball 36 times, so we 
put in a couple new defenses. We tweaked 
things up a little bit and we just wanted to 
come out and play hard." 
Amato's first interception, which came 
with seven minutes, 20 seconds left m the 
third quarter, was the 15th of his career, 
breaking the record of 14 he had held with 
Bob Gneo '85 and Scott Colton '79. 
"It's really nice to be able to do it here m 
front of the home crowd," said Amato, who 
returned the record-breaking interception 36 
yards for his first career touchdown. "I had 
a lot of friends and family here today. I had 
one last week taken back that would have 
broken the record, but it's nicer to have it 
here." 
Mansfield's defense also had its mo-
ments, sacking junior quarterback Brian 
Young three times and inferceptmg three of 
his passes. 
"It wasn't up front where the majority of 
the problems were," said Young, who was 
1 O-for-28 passing for 170 yards and one 
touchdown. "Their [defensive] backs are 
see SENIORS, page 26 
MB.ISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR SAFETY RON AMATO intercepts 
a Mansfield pass Saturday, setting a new 
Hhaca record for career interceptions. <" .!;. 
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RICK 
MATTISON 
Sports 
Columnist 
Tyson is sane, 
just ask anyone 
Mike Tyson is not insane. 
Seriously, he's not. Just ask 
any high-ranking boxing official. 
_. I mean, how can you let an in-
sane person step into the ring 
and go toe to toe against other 
competitors? So they obviously 
think Tyson is of sound enough 
mind and body to participate m 
the organized chaos of boxing. 
And we all know there has never 
been any corruption in boxing. 
Mike Tyson is not insane. 
Just ask Lennox Lewis. Tyson 
only threatened to eat Lewis' 
children and made numerous 
perwnal attacks on him, and the 
two have never even stepped 
into the nng together. There 1s 
nothing wrong with the com-
ments though. Just nonnal trash 
talk, right? 
Mike Tyson is not insane. 
Evander Holyfield could testi-
fy to this. Heck, Tyson only bit 
off a part of his ear during a 
bout. Sure, it ended the match, 
and Holyfield was declared the 
winner, but who among us hasn't 
wanted to take a chunk out of 
someone's ear? Tyson just had 
the courage to go out and do 
what any one of us would have 
wanted to do. 
Mike Tyson is not insane. 
Sure there was the press con-
ference on Sept. 14 where Tyson 
blew up at reporters, but it 
couldn't have been his fault. The 
way the media hounds him must 
have contributed to his profani-
ty-laced tirade. He even said, 
'Tm on the Zoloft to keep me 
from killing y'all." 
Mike Tyson is not insane. 
At the same press conference, 
which was for his bout against 
low-blow artist Andrew Golota 
on Oct. 20 in Auburn Hills, 
Mich., Tyson said, "I don't know 
anything about being the heavy-
weight champion, or being a 
good, respectable person. I just 
want them to keep bringing guys 
on, and I'm going to strip them 
of their health. I bring pain, a lot 
4 :-:-, of pain." That is a pretty sane 
thing to say, wouldn't you agree? 
Mike Tyson is not insane. 
He also showed up for the 
press conference over two hours 
late and at one point was so 
highly agitated he jumped onto 
the table, ripped off his shirt and 
let loose another stream of pro-
fanity. But which one of us has-
n't done the same thing on our 
coffee table at home? 
Mike Tyson is not insane. 
Oh wait, I could be wrong. 
Tyson spent time in prison on a 
rape charge, and his latest out-
-:::..·, burst at the press conference 
should be the final straw. The 
boxing officials should take ac· 
tion and find Tyson some real 
help. Maybe find someone that 
·,> will actually say no to him. 
Maybe get him away from 
equally insane Don King. But he 
cannot continue to box and earn 
money when it is clear the ham-
ster fell off the wheel a long, 
long time ago. 
_ ;;re,;: Mike Tyson is insane, and he 
needs some help. 
_, 
Rick Mattison Is a senior 
sport management major. 
Thursday's Results 
Women's soccer 
BY KIM SEBASTIAO 
Staff Writer 
A record was broken and a 
streak continued as the women's 
soccer team (3-1) defeated 
Oswego, 1-0, in overtime 
Thursday. 
Senior forward Samme Miller 
tallied the lone goal of the game 
with three minutes remaining in 
the first overtime. This marked 
Miller's 33rd career goal and 
made her Ithaca's all-time leading 
goal scorer, breaking a record set 
by Maureen Nolan '86. 
Sophomore Katie Petrocci assist-
ed on the historic goal. Miller is 
now just 10 points away from 
tying the career-points record also 
set by Nolan. 
The 1-0 shutout was 30th in the 
career of senior goalkeeper Lindy 
West, putting her four away from 
second place on the career shutout 
list. 
Ithaca has conquered its last 
three' opponents, outscoring John 
Carroll, Hartwick and Oswego, 
13-1. The combination of dynam-
ic offense and wall-like defense 
has earned the Bombers the No. 6 
spot in the latest regional }Joli. 
Friday's Results 
Volleyball 
BY STEPHANIE BRINSON 
Staff Writer 
The volleyball team opened up 
the John Carroll & Case Western 
Reserve Invitational with a bang 
Friday, posting 3-1 victories 
over Carnegie Mellon and Al-
legheny. 
The Bombers, ranked 14th in 
the American Volleyball Coaches 
Association Division III poll and 
ranked first in the New York 
State Women's Collegiate Athlet-
ic Association poll, defeated 
Carnegie Mellon 15-8, 8-15, 15-
4 and 15-10. 
Junior Jen Salmon tallied 37 as-
sists and 22 digs,just two short of 
her career high, while sophomore 
Jessica Raymond, freshman 
Courtney Mc Vicker and senior 
Karen McCord had five blocks 
each. 
Ithaca also defeated Alleghe-
ny, 15-5, 11-15, 15-7, 15-8, as 
Salmon made 44 assists and 18 
digs. McCord and freshman Janet 
Hammond had 11 kills apiece. 
Saturday's Results 
Men's cross country 
BY ABIGAIL FUNK 
Contributing Writer 
The men's cross country team 
was the top Division Ill finisher at 
the Penn State Spiked Shoe Invi-
tational Saturday, and had the top 
individual Division III runner as 
well. 
The Bombers beat six Division 
I schools with 339 points to place 
ninth out of 23 schools at the meet. 
Freshman Michael Styczynski 
was the top Division III individual 
runner, finishing 56th in a pool of 
278 with a time of 27 minutes, four 
seconds. 
Also helping Ithaca to its 
ninth-place standing were sopho-
more twins Dale and Brian Coc-
ca, finishing 74th and 82nd with 
times of 27: I 8 and 27 :27, respec-
tively. Sophomore Garrett Wagn-
er came in 110th, with a time of 
27:49. Rounding out the top five 
for the Bombers was Sophomore 
Matan Bisk, an Ithaca native, fin-
ishing 124th in 28:00. 
The South Hill squad runs at 
11:30 a.m. on Saturday at the 
Brockport Invitational. 
Women's cross country 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Contributing Writer 
The women's cross country 
team traveled to Penn State Uni-
versity in Happy Valley Saturday 
to participate in the Spiked Shoe 
Invitational. The Bombers fol-
lowed up their strong finish last 
week with an 11th place finish out 
of 24 teams competing. 
With five out of the top six Di-
vision III finishers being from Itha-
ca, the Bombers placed the high-
est of all Division III schools par-
ticipating in the meet. Ranked 21st 
nationally in the latest poll, the 
team finished better than six Di-
vision I teams. 
Sophomore Erin Boshe, who 
placed 42nd in the entire race, was 
the top Division Ill runner finish-
ing in 22 minutes, 49 seconds. The 
Bombers had four other runners 
finishing in the top 10. Senior Lau-
ren Byler finished 67th in 23: 16, 
freshman Amanda Laytham fin-
ished 76th in 23:21, senior Melis-
sa Auntunes finished 83rd in 
23:27 and sophomore Lindsay 
Hyman finished 84th in 23:29. 
The team's next race is on Sat-
urday when it participates in the 
Brockport Invitational. 
Field hockey 
BY MIKE NAGEL 
Contributing Writer 
Sophomore goalkeeper Melis-
sa Halderman recorded her second 
shutout of the season as the field 
hockey team defeated Hartwick, 3-
0, on the road Saturday. 
Halderman made seven saves 
for the Bombers, who improved 
their record to 4-1 after a four-
game winning streak. 
Ithaca started the scoring when 
junior midfielder Beth Gilbert 
scored seven minutes into the first 
half. 
Senior forward Mindy Pistac-
chio opened the second half with 
her first goal of the season. 
Gilbert then assisted fellow junior 
midfielder Michelle Janda to a goal 
with four minutes left to play in the 
game. _ 
The victory was Ithaca's second 
straight regular-season game 
against the Hawks. The Bombers 
improved their lead in the head-to-
head series to 27-7. 
Men's soccer 
BY MATT SCHAUF 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The men's soccer team played 
into overtime for the second time 
in four days Saturday, but this time 
managed a tie. 
After a scoreless first half, RIT 
struck first in the second half with 
a goal from senior Abdul Kamara 
18 minutes five seconds after 
halftime. The Blue and Gold an-
swered in the final minute of the 
half when freshman Josh Gregg 
connected on the unassisted 
game-tying goal. 
The two teams then played out 
the overtime with no more scor-
ing to settle for a 1-1 tie. The tie 
is the first of the season for ltha-
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SOPHOMORE BRIAN KENNEDY runs without shoes at ~ cross 
country meet In Oswego Saturday Sept. 9. He removed his spikes, 
which were hurting him, midway through the race. 
ca, and keeps the Bombers unde-
feated. in the Empire Eight Con-
ference. 
Sophomore goalie Glenn 
Palmieri played all 105 minutes, 
providing eight saves. 
The 23rd-ranked South Hill 
squad will play host to Clarkson at 
4 p.m. on Friday. 
Women's soccer 
BY KIM SEBASTIAO 
Staff Writer 
The women's soccer team 
came out victorious in an overtime 
game against RIT Saturday. 
The 2-1 win increased the 
Bombers' winning streak to 
four. RIT came out strong and 
scored first, but Freshman Becca 
Berry tallied her second goal of 
the season off an assi~t from 
Freshman Tara Repsher to tie the 
game. 
In overtime, Junior Megan 
Burns put a shot off the post, but 
senior forward Samme Miller 
was there to finish what Bums 
started to defeat the Tigers. 
This was the Bombers' second 
overtime win in as many games. 
Miller leads the team with five 
goals on the season. 
The victory increased Ithaca's 
series record against RIT to 11-1-
2. 
Women's tennis 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Contributing Writer 
The women's tennis team 
traveled to Rochester and split a 
pair of matches Saturday, winning 
the first decision over Carnegie 
Mellon, Pa., 6--3, and losing its first 
match of the season to Rochester, 
7-2. 
Against Carnegie Mellon, Se-
nior Brooke Basile won, 7-6 [7-
4], 6-3. It was Basile's 33rd career 
singles victory, tying her for 
fifth place on Ithaca's career list. 
Other singles winners were 
. freshman Suzanne Nguyen, 6-4, 
6-3; freshman Paige Watkins, 3-
6, 6-2, 6-0; and senior Casey 
Clark, 8-1. 
Doubles winners for the 
Bombers were the first pair of 
Basile and Nguyen winning, 8-5, 
and the third pair of Watkins and 
sophomore Heather Spann, 8-2. 
In the second match of the day, 
Rochester was victorious over 
the South Hill squad by a score of 
7-2. The Yellow Jackets swept all 
the singles matches. In doubles 
play both Basile/Nguyen and 
Watkins/Spann picked up their 
second doubles victories of the 
day. 
Volleyball 
BY STEPHANIE BRINSON 
Staff Writer 
The John Carroll & Case 
Western Reserve Invitational 
championship game against 
Calvin University Saturday 
opened grimly for the volleyball 
team. 
Yet, after falling to the 
Knights, 15-8, in the first match, 
the near-flawless Ithaca team shot 
back with three consecutive vic-
tories to clinch its second tourna-
ment title of the season. 
Junior Jen Salmon advanced to 
third on Ithaca·s career assists list 
with a total of 2,965, after tallying 
41 against Calvin. She is also fifth 
on Ithaca's career list for service 
aces with 170. 
Senior Karen McCord moved 
to fourth place on the Bomber list 
of career digs, recording 1,165. 
Freshman Courtney McVick-
er and senior Stephanie Raefski 
tallied 12 and 10 kills, respec-
tively. 
In a win over Mount Union 
earlier, Salmon tallied 70 assists. 
The Blue and Gold also 
topped John Carroll, 3-0, Satur-
d<!Y, en route to its champi-
onship. 
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Bombers backhand Golden Flyers 
South Hill squad 
spikes Nazareth 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Contributing Writer 
The women's tennis team bounced back 
from its first loss of the season by defeat-
ing Nazareth, 5-3, to stay unbeaten in league 
play. 
"They played great; it was a tough 
match," Coach Bill Austin said. 'They were 
a great team. It 
was our tightest 
match of the year 
so far. I am really 
pleased. There were a lot of positives to come 
out of this match," 
The Bombers took two out of three dou-
bles matches from the Golden Flyers. The 
third doubles team of freshman Heather 
Spann and sophomore Paige Watkins won 
its second straight doubles match over ju-
nior Mary Moore and freshman Beth 
Chelus, 8-5. 
Also winning in doubles play were the 
pair of junior Andrea Schwartz and senior 
Casey Clark over freshman Becca 
Lenhard and sophomore Carly Slaughter by 
the score of 9-7. 
The doubles victory was Schwartz's 48th 
of her career, placing her one victory away 
from the top IO overall career-wins list. She 
injured her hamstring in the process, forc-
ing her out of singles play. 
"I thought the doubles played pretty 
good," Austin said. "We started fast in all 
the doubles. We lost a little intensity, and 
that is something we need to work on. We 
definitely wanted to come out of the dou-
bles matches up one point instead of down 
one point." 
Ithaca combined its success in doubles 
play with patient singles play. 
"I played very well today ... bcttcr than I 
have been playing lately," said freshman 
Suzanne Nguyen, after defeating Lenhard, 
6-1, 6-2. "My patience improved dramati-
cally as well as my confidence." 
In other singles matches, Clark and fresh-
man Mcghan Carroll were victorious, 
while senior Brooke Basile and Watkins 
were toppled by Nazareth. Freshman Jen 
Beekman's match against Nazareth's 
Mary Moore was called due to darkness. 
Austin said the depth of the team was 
crucial. 
"We won at [fifth and sixth] singles 
which was huge, especially when Andrea 
Schwartz had a hamstring injury," Austin 
said. "We had to move everyone up. It was 
tough, but it's nice that we have that depth 
when things like that happen." 
Despite Ithaca's depth, Nazareth Coach 
Annette Shapiro said she expects different 
results next time. 
"What hurt us was losing the two (dou-
bles matches]," Shapiro said. ''The kids got 
started a little late, but that's what happens 
when you travel. When we play them at our 
place in the conference championship, 
we'll beat them." 
ALEXANDRA OARION/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR TRI-CAPTAIN Casey Clarke digs for a volley in the second doubles win 
against Nazareth Wednesday. The South Hill squad defeated the Golden Flyers, 5-3. 
Squad still in zone by def eating Geneseo 
BY MIKE NAGEL 
Staff Writer 
Add Scranton to the list of schools de-
feated by the field hockey team during their 
winning streak. 
The Blue and 
Gold, in a hard-
fought defensive 
~-- - -- -- --
Field hockey 
struggle, overcame the Lady Royals (4-3) 
by a score of 2-1 at Yavits Field Wednes-
day. 
Sophomore goaltender Melissa Halder-
man made nine saves for the Bombers as 
they handed Scranton its first loss in the past 
five games. With the five-game win 
streak, Ithaca's record improves to 5-1. 
The Bombers started the game slowly. 
The first half was a. defensive tussle with 
end-to-end action in which both teams were 
unable to capitalize on shots and multiple 
penalty comers. Scranton's stifling de-
fense was led by sophomore back Jillian 
Varley. Ithaca's backfield, directed by senior 
tri-captain Becky Karver, disrupted sever-
al of the Lady Royals' fast breaks. 
Although there was little offensive ac-
tion on the field for much of the first half, 
the fans still were able to get into the game. 
"It was exciting to watch," Ithaca 
freshman Jaimie McCorry said, "I had a lot 
of fun." 
At the end of the first half of play, the 
score stood at 0-0. 
"I told the team [at halftime] that in-
tensity needed to increase," Coach Tracey 
Houk said. "We needed to get tough." 
The South Hill squad responded to her 
advice, coming onto the field for the sec-
ond half full of enthusiasm and vigor. Ten 
Depth is key to success 
BY KIM SEBASTIAO were aggressive, our keepers communicated 
Staff Writer well. It was just overall a good game for us. 
There was a lot of great play all the way 
Depth and confidence led the women's soc- around." 
cer team (5-l) to its fifth win in as many games The Bombers produced the shutout with-
Tuesday. This time it was Empire Eight op- out the help of senior center-midfielder Jess 
ponentAlfred that fell before the Bombers with DiManno, who broke her nose in Saturday's 
a 3-0 decision. game against RIT. Junior Megan Bums slid 
"Everyone that comes off the bench plays in and filled DiManno's role nicely, Quigg said. 
really well," senior midfielder Alexis Weber "Megan really had to play big and win 
said. "You can't tell that it's a non-starter com- Iv.everything in the air, and she did that," Quigg 
ing on the field. The level of play never drops "said. "That definitely set a tone for our mid-
when someone subs in, and that's really im- field and they played really well off of her." 
portant. That dcfi- The win against the Saxons increased the 
nitely contributes Bombers' win streak to five, but Bums said 
to the way we've Ithaca is not focusing on wins. 
been playing and "We're just taking it one game at a time," 
our confidence." she said. "We just have to worry about the next 
Sophomore Angela Duficld scored first to team and we're not thinking that far ahead." 
put the Blue and Gold ahead of the Saxons off A big rival lies ahead for Ithaca in 
an assist from freshman Becca Berry. William Smith. 1l1e Herons have ended Itha-
The Bombers came out strong after the ca winning streaks the last two seasons, but 
break with senior captain Ali Paratore tacking Bums is confident his team will win this time. 
on goal No. 2 just five minutes into the sec- "We're just going to go in there and play 
ond half. hard and play our game," she said. "We can't 
Senior midfielder Alexis Weber put the think about what's happened in the last two 
Bombers' final goal in the back of the net, unas- years." 
sisted, with 18:00 remaining. Ithaca outshot Despite the Blue and Gold's 5-8-3 series 
Alfred 22-6. record with William Smith, Weber said she also 
Despite the offensive productivity, Coach thinks the Bombers arc ready. 
Mindy Quigg attributes Ithaca's win to ,lll over- "We're looking ahead to William Smith 
all team effort. right now and we're excited to play them," We-
"Wc had a lot of key players for the game," ber said. "We're going to go out hard and con-
Quigg said. "A lotofpeoplecamcoffthe bench tinuc to play the way we've been playing and 
and played really well. Our midfield played I know we can beat them." 
great, our foiwards had good motion, our backs Ithaca hosts the Herons on Saturday. 
minutes into the second half.junior forward 
Aimee Nicholas scored with senior forward 
Mindy Pistacchio earning the assist. 
Scranton refused to be outdone. The Lady 
Royals answered Pistacchio's goal two min-
utes later. Senior midfielder Jamie Magnotta 
assisted junior foiward Brooke Fahringer to 
Scranton's first point of the contest. 
The score marked the first goal that Hal-
derman has allowed in more than 150 min-
utes of game play, including a shutout of 
Hartwick Saturday. 
One minute after Fahringcr's goal, 
Ithaca came back to score for the second 
time in three minutes. Junior midfielder Beth 
Gilbert scored, giving her four points in the 
last two games. The assist was credited to 
senior tri-captain Lindsay Steingart. 
"We work together as a team. It's not just 
one individual out there," Gilbert said. 
"When we work together. the result is al-
ways good. I give the team all the credit." 
This was not the first time·a game be-
tween Ithaca and -Scranton became a de-
fensive struggle. When the teams met last 
year, the Lady Royals defeated the 
Bombers, 2- l, in double-overtime. 
"Last year we lost to Scranton," Houk 
said. "They're always a battle." 
Ithaca is entering what Houk calls, "the 
meat of the schedule." The team travels to 
Geneseo on Saturday. 
"This will be our first time facing 
Geneseo," Houk said. "We must play our 
game to win. We have to keep communi- . 
eating, passing and keep our intensity lev-
el high." 
After battling the Blue Knights, the 
Bombers face long-time rival Cortland on 
Wednesday. 
Team p9sts 'good win' 
Ithaca sweeps Geneseo; 
wins 15th consecutive 
match of the season 
BY STEPHANIE BRINSON 
sophomore Jessica Raymond, whom 
Donovan described as "unstoppable" at 
the net, tallying six blocks and nine kiils. 
"We were ahead 7-1 for a while and we 
let them creep up on us. They caught up 
to us really well." 
The South Hill squad subbed many of 
St~ff Writer __ __ _____________ its younger players throughout the 
The volleyball team, ranked 14th na-
tionally by the American Volleyball 
Coaches Asso-
ciation, swept 
host Geneseo, 
3-0. Tuesday in 
what proved to be a hard-fought victory 
in the third set. 
"It was a good team win," said Coach 
Janet Donovan. whose team improved to 
15-1 on the season. "We got to play a lot 
of people. Genesco is a fairly strong team 
in New York." 
After posting strong 15-3 and 15-8 vic-
tories in the first two sets. the South Hill 
squad found Itself fighting to win a close 
final set agamst the Blue Knight~. The 
Blue and Gold have lost only twice to 
Genesco in the 37 total games the team, 
have played. datmg hack to 1974. A, a re-
sult. some on the team anticipated a com-
fortable victory Tuesday. 
"We thought we were going to have an 
easy win so we let up a little bit," said 
match. including the tight third set. 
Geneseo took advantage of the somewhat 
relaxed. less-experienced opposition to tic 
the score, l 3- l 3. 
"We had some errors and they had a 
couple of good plays that happened to go 
their way," freshman Janet Hammond 
said. 
Both Hammond and scmor Stcpharne 
Raefski had nine kills. Raefsk1 also 
recorded six digs. 
Junior setter Jen Salmon tallied nllle 
digs and added 3-i assists to her career to-
tal. which now stand~ at 2.999. 
Senior Karen McCord played lll the 
first set. hut ~at out for the rcrnamdcr of -
the match due to ,boulder pain. Donm an 
~aid sophomore Mall1I...a Pcttmg1ll had a 
~trong performance playlllg in place of 
McCord. a, ,Ill' contnbutcd li\e ,en·1ce 
acl', and three hhKh 
The Bomber, now ha\'e their onh 
match-free \\Cd.end of the ,ea,on. The;· 
will play host to Roche~tcr at 7 p.m. on 
Tue,day lll the Ben Light Gymna~ium. 
l 
' 
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Seniors lead Blue and Gold in triumph 
Continued from page 23 
great athletes and made some great plays on 
the picks and accounted for some of the 
sacks. The sacks weren't always the line's 
fault. They had some coverage sacks where 
I'm sitting there waiting and eventually 
they're going to get to you." 
Mansfield's defensive line was thin due 
to an injury to junior defensive tackle 
Noyes Lawton, a co-captain , who injured his 
groin during practice and was available Sat-
urday only in emergency situations. 
Ithaca took advantage of Mansfield's de-
pleted line in the second half, as senior run-
ning back Tommy Giorgio grinded out 137 
yards on 25 carries, scoring twice. 
"The offensive line did great," said 
Giorgio who became the 24th Bomber to run 
for over 1,000 yards in his career. 'They did 
a tremendous job opening holes for me. 
"It's a great honor [to pass 1,000 
yards]. I could be up there with lJeff] Whit-
man '93 and [Mike] Scott' 89. To be men-
tioned in the same breath with them feels 
pretty good." 
Ithaca, ranked 16th in the American 
Football Coaches Association poll re-
leased Sept. 19, has given up 390 yards in 
two games this year, an average of 195 per 
game. 
It will attempt to climb the poll further 
when it travels to Rochester at l p.m. on Sat-
urday to battle St. John Fisher, whom it de-
feated 44-0 last year at Butterfield. 
Week 3: 
ithaca at St. John fisher 
• THE OPPONENT 
St. John Fisher (0-3) 
(Div. Ill) Rochester, N.Y. 
Head coach: Paul Vosburgh 
Last week: Lost to Norwich, 24-23. 
0 HEAD TO HEAD 
All-time series: Ithaca leads 2-0. 
_ Last meeting: Ithaca won at 
home in 1999, 44-0. 
• KEY PLAYERS 
vs 
St. John Fisher is led by freshman quarterback Greg Roland, who has been the Cardinals best weapon in the early portion of 
the season. The running game has struggled early, but was stronger against Norwich Saturday. 
Defensively, St. John Fisher is young all around. It is starting three freshmen on the defensive line and has two freshmen 
starting at cornerback. 
• STAFF PREDICTIONS 
John Davis, sports editor: St. John Fisher has an inexperienced defense and will have trouble stopping Ithaca's offense, which 
blossomed Saturday against Mansfield. Tommy Giorgio should have no trouble running the football and Ron Amato will lead the 18th-
ranked defense in the nation. The Cardinals will try to throw the ball early, and Amato and Musso should each get a first-half inter-
ception before the Cardinals put the ball on the ground. Ithaca should prevail, 42-3. 
Matt Schauf, assistant sports editor: Ithaca has thoroughly dominated the Cardinals in each of the teams' meetings, and 
that should not change this time. The Bomber defense has been staunch against its first two opponents and shows no signs of 
slowing down. The experienced secondary should thwart any attempt St. John Fisher will make at throwing the ball. Tommy Gior-
gio showed the form that made him a star last season and will go over 100 yards again this week. This match up has all the dra-
ma of Florida State-Buffalo. The Blue and Gold pitches a second straight shutout, winning 38-0. 
The Ithaca College Bureau of Concerts 
with special guests 
Wheatus and OPM 
Presents ........ . 
, ,, 
, , 
-•'", .. ' 
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, , , ' , , , . 
Saturday, September 23, 2000 
7:30 PM Emerson Suites 
Ithaca College 
Tickets on Sale September 7 
for the Ithaca College 
Community 
Tickets on Sale September 11 for 
the aeneral Public 
$7 with IC ID, $10 without 
Tickets sold at 
Ticketmaster (607) 722-7272 
Soundsfine, and Then and Now 
Records 
Featuring their first single "Promise" , 
off the new album Horrorscope 
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By the Numbers Compiled by Cone Hoffberger and Mike Borgasano. 
Scoreboard 
Men's cross country 
• Saturday, Sept.16 
Ithaca finished ninth at the Spiked 
Shoe Invitational. 
Women's cross country 
• Saturday, Sept.16 
Ithaca finished 11th at the Spiked 
·shoe Invitational. 
Field hockey (5-1) 
• Wednesday, Sept. 20 
Ithaca def. Scranton, 2-1 
• Saturday, Sept.16 
Ithaca def. Hartwick, 3-0 
Football (2-0) 
• Saturday, Sept.16 
Ithaca def. Mansfield, 31-0 
Men's soccer (2-2-1) 
• Saturday, Sept.16 
Ithaca tied RIT, 1-1 
Women's soccer (5-1, 3-0 Empire 8) 
• Tuesday, Sept. 19 
Ithaca def. Alfred, 3-0 
• Saturday, Sept.16 
Ithaca def. RIT, 2-1 
• Thursday, Sept.14 
Ithaca def. Oswego, 1-0 
Women's tennis (5-1) 
• Wednesday, Sept. 20 
Ithaca def. Nazareth, 5-3 
• Saturday, Sept.16 
Ithaca def. Carnegie Mellon, 7-3 
Rochester def. Ithaca, 7-2 
Volleyball (15-1) 
• Tuesday, Sept. 19 
Ithaca def. Geneseo, 3-0 
• Saturday, Sept.16 
Ithaca won the John Carroll/Case 
Western Reserve Invitational. 
Ithaca def. Calvin, 3-1 
Ithaca def. Mount Union, 3-2 
Ithaca def. John Carroll, 3-0 
• Friday, Sept. 15 
Ithaca def. Allegheny, 3-1 
Ithaca def. Carnegie Mellon, 3-1 
SP,ort 
Shorts 
Milk does a body good at IC 
The football team has been selected to 
become Ithaca's latest milk mustache 
celebrity. 
Organizers· of the "Get Moo-ving with 
Milk" Milk Mustache Mobile Tour an-
nounced Monday that the picture featuring 
five Ithaca football players and Coach Mike 
Welch bearing milk mustaches were cho-
sen winners from the photo contest when 
the Milk Mobile rolled into Ithaca July 27. 
Judges of the contest deemed the picture to 
have star potential. 
The mobile's visit was part of a nation-
· Manhandled 
Football 
Mansfield at Ithaca 
Sept.16 
Turun 
Ithaca 
Mansfield 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th Final 
3 7 14 7 31 
0 0 0 0 0 
Statistics 
First Downs 
Yards Rushing 
Yards Passing 
Total Yards 
Fumbles-Lost 
Penalties-Yards 
Punts-Avg. 
~ 
20 
174 
170 
344 
0-0 
8-82 
6-39 
All tied up 
Men's soccer 
Ithaca at RIT 
Sept.16 
~nsfield 
12 
67 
86 
153 
1-0 
13-117 
10-34 
Tos!.m. 
Ithaca 
AIT 
lit 2rut QI El.nm 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 
Ithaca goals-assists: Josh Gregg 1-0 
RIT goals-assists: Abdul Kamara 1-0 
Shots on Goal: Ithaca 7, RIT 19 
Saves: Glenn Palmieri (I) 8, Kevin 
Merideth (R) 4 
Minutes: Palmieri 105, Merideth 105 
Comer Kicks: Ithaca 3, RIT 9 
They said it 
"You don't get the glory of scoring, but you 
make a good save and everyone talks 
about it for a while. I like that. I like having 
that pressure on me." 
- Men's soccer goalie 
Glenn Palmieri, a sophomore, on his 
love for the pressure of goalkeeping. 
wide tour to educate Americans on the vi-
tal ro)e nutrient-packed lowfat milk plays 
in helping to fuel an active lifestyle, orga-
nizers said. 
The team now has the chance to appear 
in an advertisement in ESPN the Maga-
zine. At the conclusion of the national con-
test, one winner will be chosen from 
among the local winners for the national 
advertisement. 
Baseball team splits, 2-2 
The baseball team played four games 
Saturday and Sunday and split, 2-2. 
Saturday, the Bombers squared off 
against Mansfield and swept both games, 
11-2 and 9-4. Freshman Steve Ordosey 
went 3-for-4 in Game 1. Coach George 
Valesente rotated pitchers every two 
innings, getting great production from 
freshmen Cal Sutton and Jeremy Beltrandi. 
Sunday, the Bombers dropped games to 
Cornell, 9-2, and Le Mayne, 9-5. Junior 
Sazi Guthrie pitched three solid innings 
·SENIORS 
Are you on track for 
GRADUATION? 
Check Degree Navigator. 
Access your record from the 
Registrar's home page using 
your WebID and WebPAC. 
Have you talked with 
your adviser? 
Your graduation depends on it. 
©©© 
· Athlete of the week 
Samme Miller 
Women's soccer 
This past week, the women's soccer team won both of its 
games in overtime. Similarly, both contests ended with goals by 
Samme Miller. Against Oswego Thursday, Miller kicked it to the 
back of the net off an assist from sophomore Katherine 
Petrocci. With that she broke Ithaca's school record by scoring 
her 33rd career goal. Saturday's game wmner came at the 
expense of Empire Eight rival RIT. Heading into overtime the 
score was lied, 1-1. Miller powered the ball past the goahe after 
it bounced off the post. Miller is a senior televs1on/advertising 
major from Potomac, Md. 
Poll vault · 
American Football Coaches 
Association Division Ill Poll, released 
Sept.19. 
N2,_ Team Rec. Points Pvs. 
1. Pac. Luth. (Wash.) 2-0 1,123 1 
2. Mount Union (Ohio) 2-0 1, 111 2 
3. Rowan (N.J.) 2-0 1,052 3 
4. Trinity (Texas) 3-0 1,005 4 
5. Hardin-Sim. (Texas) 2-0 923 5 
6. Central (Ohio) 3-0 877 6 
7. Wittenberg (Ohio) 3-0 843 7 
8. St. John's (Minn.) 2-0 824 8 
9. Augustana (111.) 2-0 721 10 
10. Wartburg (Iowa) 3-0 704 9 
11. Wash. & Jeff. (Pa.) 2-0 692 12 
12. Western Conn. St. 3-0 625 13 
13. John Carroll (Ohio) 2-0 552 16 
14. Wisconsin-Stout 2-0 521 17 
15. Millikin (Ill.) 2-0 441 20 
16. Ithaca 2-0 394 24 
Climbing 
2000 STX/NFCA Division Ill National 
Coaches Poll, released Sept. 19. 
N_Q,_ Team Rec. Points Pvs. 
1. Leb. Valley (Pa.) 6-0 639 2 
2. Rowan (N.J.) 5-0 573 3 
3. College of N.J. 3-1 551 1 
4. Cortland 3-0 490 4 
5. Springfield (Mass.) 4-1 436 6 
6. Keene State (N.H.) 4-1 396 5 
7. Amherst (Mass.) 3-0 393 10 
8. William Smith 4-1 391 9 
9. York (Pa.) 6-0 326 13 
10. Messiah (Pa.) ~-2 306 8 
11. Connecticut Coll. 3-0 241 17 
12. Ithaca 4-1 235 16 
13. Salisbury St. (Md.) 4-2 185 14 
14. RPI 5-0 164 NA 
Rushing to the top 
17. Ohio Northern 1-1 310 21 
18. Western Maryland 2-1 234 23 
19. Buffalo State 2-1 166 NA 
New York State Women's Volleybah•· 
Collegiate Athletic Association Poll 
20. Brockport 3-0 156 NA 
21. Thomas More (Ky.) 3-0 138 NA 
22. Lycoming (Pa.) 1-1 134 11 
23. Emory&Henry(Va.)2-0 110 NA 
24. Bethany (Kan.) 3-0 88 NR 
against Cornell, and freshmen Mike 
Urvalek, Joe Cavano and Matt Crumb all 
contributed solid games, Valesente said. 
Against Le Moyne, senior Jeremy 
Rivenburg tossed three innings, striking 
out four and allowing one run. 
The Bombers (5-3) host two games this 
weekend, the first on Saturday at 2 p.m. 
against Rowan, and then on Sunday at 
noon against defending National 
Champion Montclair State. 
Rugby team beats Syracuse 
The Renegades were victorious 
Saturday against rival Syracuse, 15-11. 
Sophomore Monique Measures scored 
two tries, and senior Tara Fisher tallied one 
try for the Renegades, who moved to 2-0 
with the win. 
Intramurals set to kick off 
Sign-ups for intramural floor hockey, 
badminton and golf end at 5 p.m. on 
Friday. To sign up, pick up an entry form at 
n:run 
1. Ithaca 
2. Cortland 
3. Brockport 
either Hill Center 102 or the Fitness 
Center. Fill it out and deliver it to Hill 
Center 102 by 5 p.m. Friday. More infor-
mation can be found at 
www.ithaca.edu/recsports. 
Softball breaks even 
The Bombers split two games on their 
home field Saturday, losing to Oswego 
before defeating Division II Clarion 
University. 
Ithaca committed five errors en route 
to the day's opening 5-3 loss. In addition, 
the South Hill pitchers walked a total of 
five batters. 
The squad came back in Game 2, for 
the 2-1 victory over the Golden Eagles. 
Sophomore Rachel Meth started both 
games on the mound, but split innings 
evenly with fellow sophomore Abby 
Hanrahan. 
-"111 
Compiled by Brian Delaney, 
contributing writer. 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ONE YEAR M.B.A PROGRAM 
0 Small classes 
.,. 
0 Evening classes 
0 Merit-based scholarships 
To learn more about the program 
come to an informational session: 
r 
Tuesday, Sept. 26 
12: 15 p.m. to 1 p.m. 
Smiddy 114 
-~ ·,· ' f • • , • • , 
.. , .... , 
: -·~·\·, 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Park Hall, Ithaca Colleg~ ... 
For more information, contact 
Caroline Ligaya, calendar editor, 
at 27 4-3208 or fax 27 4-1565. aleiidar Thursday September 21, 2000 Page 28 
lfour-day weather forecast 
TODAY FRIDAY 
Scattered 
~Partly T-storms Cloudy 
High: 710 High: 630 
Low: 450 Low: 440 
SATURDAY SUNDAY 
Showers Showers 
High: 570 High: 670 
\ "" '""" 
Low: 480 Low: 470 
\ \ \ \  \ 
\ \ "" " 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
,T-: .-
f .TODAY . 
' ;,.. • ' • ,. J,J 
College Bowl Expedition 
Tournament - 7 p.m. in the 
Coffeehouse. 
IC SETA Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Friends 203. 
"From Sefarad to Argentina" -
Presentation by Rafael Sucari, spon-
sored by Hillel. 4 p.m. in Textor 102. 
COMMUNITY 
Coalition for Families - Join in a 
dialogue with Maryanne Banks about 
the DSS Neighborhoods Project. 
Take part in building a supportive 
community for all families. 8:45 to 
10:30 p.m. Contact Nancy Potter, 
272-2292, for more information. 
Teaching & Demonstration Garden 
Tour - Learn about what grows best 
where, what looks best the longest, 
hardiness and how to propagate. Will 
take place rain or shine (except for 
thunderstorms). $5. Pre-registration 
for each tour is required. Contact Pat 
Curran, 272-2292, for more informa-
tion and to register. 
"Focus On Your Vision" - A panel 
discussion on macular degeneration, 
glaucoma, low vision exams, eye 
care and eye safety. Sponsored by 
Finger Lakes Independence Center. 1 
to 3 p.m. at the Human Service 
Building, 320 W. State St. (Beverly 
...-,._ Livesay Conference Room). 
DeWitt Historical Society- "The 
Fugitive Slave Law: Tompkins County 
African Americans in 1850." Showing 
at Tompkins County Museu_m. Exhibit 
continuing through Jan. 6, 2001. 
Senior Bassoon Recital - Katie 
Frary performs at 8:15 p.m. in Ford 
Hall. 
;:s. Shabbat Services - Reform, con-
servative, and traditional. 6 p.m. in 
i Muller Chapel. Will be followed by i Kosher dinner in the upper level of 
;1,.- the Terrace Dining Hall. 
~-~ 
SPORTS 
Men's Soccer vs. Clarkson at 4 p.m. 
Women's Tennis at ITA Regional at 
William Smith. 4 p.m. 
Junior Varsity Football at SUNY 
Morrisville at 3 p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
The Haunt - Miracle Orchestra and 
The Almighty Senators (funky jazz, 
funk). 
Club Republica - Latin Night, fea-
turing DJ Carlos. $5. 18 and over. 10 
p.m. to 3 a.m. 
Castaways - Steve Southworth & 
the Rockabilly Rays. 6 p.m. happy 
hour. DJ Carlos: Mexico 
Independence Day Party. 9 p.m. to 
close. 
Common Ground - Sarah Long 
performs for Friday Jazz, 5 to 8 p.m. 
No cover. Dance music with DJ Joey. 
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
SATURDAY 
Senior French Horn Recital - Katie 
Mason performs at 2 p.m. in Ford Hall. 
Junior Bassoon Recital - Amy 
Bassett performs at 3 p.m. in the 
James J. Whalen Center for Music 
Recital Hall. 
SPORTS 
Men's Cross Country at St. John 
Fisher Invitational at 11 :30 a.m. 
Women's Cross Country at St. John 
Fisher Invitational at 11 a.m. 
Field Hockey at Geneseo at 1 p.m. 
Football at St. John Fisher at 1 p.m. 
Men's Soccer vs. St. Lawrence at 3 
p.m. 
Women's Soccer vs. William Smith 
at noon. 
Women's Tennis at ITA Regional at 
William Smith at 4 p.m. 
COMMUNITY 
DeWitt Historical Society - "Four 
Generations of Teachers" with Jane 
Crawford. 1 p.m. 
"Keeping Family Heritage Alive" 
Literary Series featuring John 
Babcock and John Marcham. 
Tompkins County Museum. 2 p.m. 
Club Semesters - The College 
Night Dance Party. Music by DJ 
Turbo. Hip-hop, top 40, R&B, reggae 
and classics. Doors open at 9 p.m. 
College ID only! 
The Haunt - Tamara J. Brown and 
Bora Yoon perform. 
Early show, financial benefit for 
Planned Parenthood. 
'80s Dance Party. $3 over 21, $5 
under. 
Club Republica - House music, 
featuring DJ Juanito. $5. 10 p.m. to 3 
a.m. 
Castaways - Gravy w/ Vein and 
Centered at 9 p.m. 
Common Ground - Dance music 
with DJ Boyd from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
GETTING THE WORD OUT 
EMILY LEVITT/THE ITHACAN 
PUBLIC INFORMATION DIRECTOR Dave Maley shares Ithaca College info with Elmira 
resident Alex Scott at the second annual College and Community Expo at the Commons on 
Saturday. The eleven year old said he Is already planning for his future and he would like to 
attend Ithaca College someday. The expo was organized through the Ithaca Downtown 
Partnership in an effort to bring together area residents with local college students. 
SUNDAY 
Catholic Mass - 1 O a.m., 1 p.m., 
and 9 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Protestant Services - 11 :30 a.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
Elective Graduate Recital - Tiffany 
Engle performs at 2 p.m. in the 
Nabenhauer Recital Room of the 
James J. Whalen Center for Music. 
Faculty Soprano Recital - Patrice 
Pastore performs at 8:15 p.m. in the 
James J. Whalen Center for Music 
Recital Hall. 
SPORTS 
Women's Tennis at ITA Regional at 
William Smith at 4 p.m . 
~., ..... ·,.,.,,., - _. ,, 
t·._ MONDAY 
£u,,_., .·- ,,_ . . -, 
No events posted. 
OCLDA Meeting - 7 p.m. in Park 
279. 
Catholic Mass - 12:05 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
SPORTS 
Women's Tennis at William Smith at 
4p.m. 
Volleyball vs. Rochester at 7 p.m. 
. - . 
WEl)N ES[)A Y 
Circle K Meetings - 7 p.m. in 
Williams 221. 
Catholic Mass - 4:30 p.m in Muller 
Chapel. 
SPORTS 
Field Hockey at Cortland at 4 p.m. 
Men's Soccer at Nazareth at 4 p.m. 
Women's Soccer at Utica at 3:30 p.m. 
Women's Tennis at Cortland at 4 p.m. 
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